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ABSTRACT
AN ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF HONIG V. QO£ AND THE
MASSACHUSETTS DISCIPLINE POLICY FOR STUDENTS WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS ON DISCIPLINE IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OF MASSACHUSETTS
MAY 1993
RALPH E.

HICKS,
M.Ed.,

Ed.D.,

B.A.,

NORTH ADAMS STATE COLLEGE

WORCESTER STATE COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by:

Professor David M.

Schimmel

This study traces the judicial history and educational
impact of Honia v.

Doe,

the Supreme Court decision

concerning the suspension of special needs students.
addition,

In

the related Massachusetts Discipline Policy for

Students with Special Needs
compared to Honig.

is reviewed,

analyzed and

This study also reviewed alternatives to

suspension and related court cases.
i

An integral part of the dissertation is a five-page
guestionnaire distributed to 150 Massachusetts Special
Education Administrators and 150 Massachusetts Junior and
Senior High School Principals.
was 63.7%.

The questionnaire queries the policy,

administrators*
policy,

The overall response rate

knowledge of,

the

and attitudes towards the

experience with the implementation of the policy,

and the alternative discipline methods being used in
Massachusetts.
An analysis of these responses

indicates that more than

three-quarters of the administrators who replied correctly

•

•

Vll

answered questions testing their basic knowledge and
understanding of the policy and how it was being implemented
in their respective schools or school districts.

The survey

shows a high degree of compliance with the policy's
requirements of keeping records of special needs student
suspensions and convening Team meetings whenever special
needs students'
Furthermore,

suspensions are expected to total ten days.

89.5% of administrators indicated they have

never used the courts to exclude special needs students from
school.

Alternatives to suspension were also reported with

after school detention and in-school suspension being the
most common for both regular and special education.

More

than half of the administrators believed that the policy,
which limited the school's authority to suspend special
education students,

had a negative effect on discipline for

special education students.

Recommendations are made to

help administrators better understand and implement the
policy.

Areas in need of further research are indicated,

including the availability of administrators'

access to and

utilization of the school attorney and the extent to which
the stay-put provision of P.L.

94-142 has prevented

administrators from suspending special needs students.

Vlll
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement

Lack of discipline was the second most important
problem facing local public schools in 1989 according to the
Phi Delta Kaooan in their M21st Annual Gallup Poll of the
Public's Attitudes Toward the Public Schools"
Gallup,

1989).

In that same year,

(Elam &

teachers ranked

discipline as the fourth most important school problem out
of 25 choices

(Second Gallup,

Phi Delta Kappan "Poll of

Teachers' Attitudes Toward the Public Schools," Elam &
Gallup,

1989).

Thus,

both teachers and the general public

view discipline in the schools as an issue of major
importance.
The rules governing discipline in American public
schools are typically enforced by a variety of punishments.
A seventeenth century Dorchester, Massachusetts school
regulation proclaimed that the "...rod of correction..." was
"an ordinance of God"

(Glenn,

1984)

teacher in classroom discipline.
in the 1800s,

necessary to assist the

Two hundred years later,

educators began experimenting with

disciplinary techniques that were psychologically,
than physically, punitive.

During the 1840s,

rather

for example,

corporal punishment started to become severely restricted.
This was especially true in the urban public schools of the
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Northeastern United States.

In 1846, New York City passed a

bylaw that cautioned teachers to chastise their students
with great discretion.
punishment be recorded

It also mandated that all cases of
(Glenn,

1984).

Today,

corporal

punishment is prohibited in many foreign countries,
including Finland,
Sweden.

In 1980,

France,

Poland,

the end of that decade,

(Brodinsky,

1980).

However,

the number had increased to 19,

the District of Columbia.

In addition,

by

plus

numerous individual

including Baltimore and Chicago,

corporal punishment
Education,

and

only four of.the United States had

outlawed corporal punishment

school districts,

the Netherlands,

forbid

(National Committee for Citizens in

1989) .

If corporal punishment is not an option, what then may
teachers and administrators use in its place to assist them
in maintaining discipline? Among the alternatives are
suspension and expulsion.

Suspension is considered to be a

warning to the student and his parents.
further;

Expulsion goes

it is the end of the road for the pupil who is

forbidden to attend school in that school district
(Brodinsky,

1980).

In 1975,

the U.S.

case of Goss v.

Lopez.

Supreme Court ruled,

in the landmark

that public school students could not

be suspended without an informal due process hearing.

This

was part of a broad expansion of civil rights by Congress
and the federal courts during the 1960's and 1970's.
respect to special needs students,

2

With

the procedural safeguards

are even more extensive.

This is due to what is commonly

known as federal Public Law 94-142,
All Handicapped Children Act
1461).

In 1990,

(EHA)

or,

the Education for

of 1975

(20 U.S.C.

this law was amended through P.L.

1401 -

101-476

and given a new name - Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act

(IDEA).

Following Goss several courts ruled that special
education students could not be suspended or expelled if the
misbehavior was a result of their handicap.
the 1978 case of Stuart v.

For example,

Nappi. which involved the change

of placement of a misbehaving Connecticut high school
student with learning disabilities,

led to the nullification

of her suspension and an immediate review of her
Individualized Education Plan

(IEP).

However,

not all

courts prohibited suspension for behavior related to a
student's handicap.
Then on January 20,

1988,

the U.S.

Supreme Court ruled

that 10 is the maximum number of days that a disabled
student may be excluded from school without a court order.
The decision,

Honia v.

Doe

(1988),

did not distinguish

between suspensions that are related to the student's
handicapping condition and those that are not because the
case primarily dealt with procedural issues.

An unanswered

question is whether the ten-day limit is a consecutive or
cumulative number.

However,

since lower courts have

considered lengthy, multiple or serial,
suspensions to be the same as expulsion,
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and indefinite
a conservative

legal approach would consider the ten day limit to be
cumulative

(Osborne,

1988).

It should also be noted that

states may limit the number or duration of suspensions via
state law or regulation

(Osborne,

first time in the United States,

1988).

Thus,

for the

the standards by which a

special needs student may be suspended are much more
stringent than those for non-handicapped,

regular education

students.
On December 22,

1988,

the Massachusetts State Board of

Education voted to adopt a revised "Policy on Disciplining
Students with Special Needs" which was amended to conform to
the 1988 federal decision of Honia v.
1989).
P.L.

Doe

(Massachusetts,

This was the first Supreme Court case to interpret

94-142

(Education for All Handicapped Children Act)

as

it relates to suspension and expulsion of special needs
students.

Honia limited suspensions of special needs

students to 10 days,

and held that P.L.

94-142's "stay-put"

provision was unambiguous.
First,

this means that,

IEP or court order,

barring a parentally approved

no special needs student can be

suspended for more than ten school days?

suspension of more

than ten days would constitute an unauthorized change in
placement

(108 CCHS.

Ct.

Bull.

624-627).

Second,

Honia also

ruled that there was no "dangerous exception" which means
that,

even if special needs students are a danger to

themselves or others,

they cannot be suspended for more than

4

ten days without parental approval unless the school first
obtains a court order.
The first Massachusetts policy that addressed this was
approved on August 27,

1985.

That original policy correctly

anticipated and included many of Honia1s legal principles
(Massachusetts,

1985).

However,

it also contained a

"dangerous exception" for those students who exhibited "...
instances of dangerously assaultive or self-abusive
behavior..."

(Massachusetts,

1985).

This allowed a school

district to suspend a special needs student for more than 10
days if the TEAM (i.e.,

Evaluation Team)

misbehavior was not caused by,

concluded that the

or related to,

the handicap,

or was not the result of an inappropriate IEP or an IEP that
was not fully implemented.

In such cases,

an alternative

IEP could have been written to provide services during the
suspension and the original IEP could have been modified to
insure the student*s ongoing school attendance.

This

alternative IEP had to be submitted for approval to the
Division of Special Education, Massachusetts Department of
Education prior to implementation

(Massachusetts,

1985).

The lack of these options in the current Massachusetts
policy result from Honia and further limit school
administrators' use of suspension as a discipline tool.
contrast to the original policy,
includes language,

In

the revised policy of 1988

as in Honia. preventing a school district

from suspending a special needs student while awaiting an
appeals hearing or judicial action brought to challenge a
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suspension or any determination under the policy unless the
school district proves in court that the student's behavior
at school presents the substantial likelihood of injury to
himself or others

(Massachusetts,

1989).

Both the original and current Massachusetts policies
require each student's IEP to state whether or not the
student has the capacity to obey the regular education
discipline code or whether modification must be made.
also require accurate suspension records,

including the

notification of the administrator of special education
designee)

of such suspensions.

Both

(or

This notification insures

that, whenever a special needs student's number of
suspensions approaches the 10-day limit,

a TEAM meeting will

be held to determine whether the misbehavior was caused by
the special need or is the result of an inappropriate IEP or
a non-fully implemented IEP (Massachusetts,

1989).

The current Massachusetts policy provides that a
special needs student cannot be suspended without parental
consent or judicial approval for more than ten cumulative
school days in any given school year if the misbehavior is
related to the student's handicap or is the result of an
inappropriate special needs placement,
implemented IEP.

or a non-fully

A special needs student may be suspended

for more than ten school days,

cumulative in a school year,

only if the Evaluation Team determines that:

(1)

there is no

relationship between the misbehavior and the student's
special needs,

(2)

the misbehavior is not caused by an
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inappropriate placement,
strictly followed.

and

(3)

In addition,

the IEP in force was
the student's IEP had to be

amended for the suspension's duration,

to provide special

education services via an alternative plan that requires
both parental and Department of Education approval.
Furthermore,
procedural

the parents must receive written notice of the

safeguards required.

hearing on the alternative plan,
(LEA)

If the parent requests a
the Local Education Agency

may not remove the student from his present placement

pending the hearing without parental permission or barring
that,

a court order.

provision"

This is known as the "stay-put

(Massachusetts,

1989).

The Department of Education provided in-service
training to principals and special education administrators
as part of the original policy's implementation in 1986.

A

second in-service training session was offered early in 1989
to familiarize this group of administrators with the revised
policy.

The Department of Education also offers ongoing

technical assistance to school administrators on an "as
needed" basis

(Lachowetz,

Therefore,

1989).

since Massachusetts has taken steps to

clarify these standards with the adoption of the
Massachusetts Discipline Policy for Students with Special
Needs,

this study examines how well Massachusetts special

education administrators and secondary school administrators
understand and implement the Massachusetts Discipline Policy
for Students with Special Needs.
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The study also examines

the administrators'

feelings towards the policy with the

specific goal of determining the impact,
policy has on student discipline.

if any,

that the

An additional area of

concern is what alternative types of discipline are being
employed in place of suspension.

Research Questions
The research questions
school administrators'

in this study center around

knowledge regarding the Massachusetts

Policy on Disciplining Students with Special Needs and its
implementation in their individual schools or school
districts and their experience dealing with the policy.
Administrators'
investigated.

attitudes towards the policy are
A final question examines suspension

alternatives used in the administrator's school or district.

The research questions are:
(1)

What is the administrators'

knowledge and

understanding of the policy?
(2)

How and to what extent is the policy being
implemented?

(3)

What effect,

if any,

discipline of:
(b.)
(4)

(a.)

has this policy had on the
special needs students,

and

regular education students?

What alternative disciplinary tools are being
utilized for suspended special needs students and
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regular education students,

and are they offered

as a result of the policy?

Significance of the Study
The Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining Students with
Special Needs is relatively new.
indicates that as of December,

A review of the literature

1989 the policy had not been

studied.
In the September,
Yell

1989 edition of Exceptional Children.

indicated that the issue of disciplining special needs

students

is

Therefore,

”...

one of great controversy and confusion.”

this study should be of interest to public school

principals and special education administrators who are
directly charged with implementing this policy.

Also,

it

should be of interest to school superintendents and state
and local school board members,
making.

due to their role in policy

Since the Supreme Court has

of Congress regarding P.L.

94-142,

interpreted the intent

this survey will be

important in assessing the impact of the "stay-put”
provision on school discipline of special education
students.

Regular education students are not directly

affected by Honia:

however,

many educators

feel that a

double standard exists and that Honia has had a negative
impact on regular education discipline.
student,

A regular education

for example may be suspended for committing the

same infraction as that committed by a special needs student
who may not be suspended due to his disability.
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This also

will

impact on those lawyers and legal scholars who have an

interest in school
because it will

law and/or the rights of disabled persons

indicate whether or not the rights of

handicapped students to a free and appropriate public
education

(FAPE),

as defined by P.L.

94-142 and interpreted

by the Supreme Court in the Honia decision,

are protected by

the Massachusetts policy.
The study may also prove helpful

in showing regular

education administrators and teachers ways in which students
can be disciplined by using alternatives to suspension and
yet still continue to be educated.

Lastly,

the results may

serve as a catalyst resulting in questions for future
research such as those dealing with specific types of
discipline programs,
alternatives,

specific school district's discipline

and the issue of the double standard for

regular versus special education student discipline.

Scope and Limits
The study was limited to a representative sample of 150
Massachusetts public schools'

special education admin¬

istrators and 150 secondary principals and vice principals.
As a group,

the special education administrators were chosen

to participate as they are responsible for the development
and implementation of the suspended students'

IEP's.

The

principals were selected to participate due their being
directly responsible for student discipline in their
schools.

The reports of the respondents were not
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independently verified.

The attitudes of parents,

and teachers were not queried.

students,

The study was not designed

to determine which form of punishment is best or most
effective.
It was not possible to control several variables as
they relate to the respondents.
intelligence,

These variables are:

which can impact both the administrator's

knowledge of the policy and the way he/she implements

it and

administrator bias that may account for his/her interpreting
the law in a manner that fits into his/her point of view or
frame of reference.

It should further be noted that

response was limited to those who mailed back the
questionnaire.

The questionnaire is further limited in that

it does not tell why the respondents answered the way they
did.

Lastly,

the researcher is a special education

administrator and as such may be prone to be biased in the
area of disabled student rights.
This study is divided into five chapters with this
first chapter serving to introduce the study including the
research questions,
scope and limits.
cases,

statutes,

the significance of the study,

The second chapter reviews relevant court
and literature.

methodology including the sample,
analysis.

and its

Chapter Three explains the
the instrument and

The fourth chapter presents the findings and

contains the statistical tables.

Chapter Five analyzes the

findings and presents recommendations and questions
future research.
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Befinitipn <?f Terms
EM - Education for All Handicapped Children Act - the
federal law (P.L.

94-142)

dealing with special education at

the time of Honio.
Evaluation Team - the group of educational
professionals who evaluate children for special needs FAPE free appropriate public education.
IDEA - Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (P.L.

101-476)

current federal law dealing with special

education.
IEP - Individualized Education Plan.

t.fa - Local Education Agency.
PARC - Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children.
Section 504 - part of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
that prohibits discrimination based on handicap.
Stav-Put Provision - rule that no special needs student
may have his/her placement changed without the due process
of a TEAM Meeting.
Suspension - a form of punishment for disobeying school
rules in which a student is not allowed to attend school for
a pre-determined amount of time.
TEAM - Evaluation Team.
TEAM Meeting - The gathering of professionals who have
evaluated a student to determine whether he/she has special
needs at which time an IEP may be written.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF COURT CASES,

STATUTES AND LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter reviews federal court decisions,

statutes,

and published literature concerning the suspension of
special needs students,
suspension.

and discusses alternatives to

The court cases examined include all pertinent

federal decisions from 1978 to 1989 listed in West's Federal
Supplement.
Reporter.

Federal Reporter,

and the Supreme Court

These same dates were inclusive for the review of

the literature dealing with the suspension of handicapped
students and the federal and state statutes dealing with
this issue.

Review of Court Cases and Statutes
Prior to Honig.

there were several lower court

decisions regarding suspension and/or expulsion of special
needs students.

This section examines these decisions and

the relevant legislative history that precipitated them.
There are several court cases which helped to lay the
foundation for handicapped children's right to a free
appropriate public education

(FAPE).

In the 1954 Brown v.

Board of Education desegregation decision,
wrote:

the Supreme Court

"We conclude that in the field of public education,

the doctrine of

'separate but equal' has no place.

educational facilities are inherently unequal"

13

Separate

(347 U.S.

483)

and violate the equal protection clause of the

fourteenth amendment.

This decision laid the foundation for

all children to have the right to an appropriate education.
In a 1971 decision,
Retarded Children

(PARC).

Pennsylvania Association for
the federal district court ruled

that retarded children*s equal educational opportunity was
guaranteed by the fourteenth amendment

(334 F.

In Mills v.

a federal court ruled

Board of Education

(1972),

that all children in the District of Columbia,

Supp.

1257).

regardless of

handicap, must be given a "free and suitable publicly
supported education"
In 1973,

(348 F.

Supp.

866).

the first federal civil rights legislation for

disabled persons was passed by Congress.
504 of the Rehabilitation Act

(1973)

Known as Section

(Section 504),

it

prohibited discrimination against any handicapped person by
any program that accepts federal monies.

Two years later,

Congress passed the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975,

commonly known as P.L.

subsidizes local school districts'

94-142.

This law

special education

programs with federal funds for those states that qualify.
The law guarantees that every handicapped child will receive
a free appropriate public education
severity of his/her handicap.

(FAPE)

regardless of the

It also requires that strict

procedural safeguards be followed before a student's
educational placement can be changed.

Such a change may

only occur after an Individualized Education Plan

(IEP)

has

been developed and recommends a proper placement acceptable
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to the child's parents.

The parents must receive prior

written notification of the conference at which the IEP will
be developed.

This is done with the assistance of

professionals trained in special education and the parents.
If not satisfied,

parents may appeal the IEP to the state

education agency,

to any court of state jurisdiction or to a

U.S.

District Court

(P.L.

Prior to Honia.

94-142,

612 1975).

there were several lower court

decisions that dealt with the issue of suspension and/or
expulsion of special needs students.

The first decision

concerned whether expulsion was a change of placement in
special education

(Stuart v.

Nappi.

1978).

court ruled that a learning disabled,

In Stuart,

the

Connecticut female

high school student, who was given a ten-day suspension and
recommended for expulsion, was denied her rights under P.L.
94-142.

The court,

ordered the school district to let the

student remain in her present school placement and to
immediately hold an IEP placement review.

The court

indicated that, while short-term suspensions are allowed,
the expulsion of a special needs student would violate P.L.
94-142.

The decision further stated that,

although special

needs students are not protected from a school's code of
discipline,

any change in educational placement must be made

by a team of educational professionals and the student's
parents

(433 F.

Supp.

1235).

About a year later,

a federal court in Indiana cited

Stuart in reaffirming the rights of special needs students.
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The case of Doe v.

Koger

(1978)

involved a mildly mentally

handicapped male student who was suspended and later
recommended for expulsion by his school principal.

The

court ruled that handicapped students could not be expelled
for behavior resulting from their handicapping condition
protected under P.L.

94-142).

The court added that,

(as

in

instances where students cannot be permanently removed from
school,

they may be transferred to a more appropriate

educational program (480 F.

Supp.

225).

The first federal appeals court to hear a case
regarding the issue of discipline of handicapped public
school students was the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.
SI v.

Turlington

(1978),

In

nine mentally retarded students

were expelled from high school for the remainder of one
school year and all of the next.

The court cited Stuart in

stating that expulsion is a change of placement and is
governed by P.L.

94-142

(635 F.2d 348).

The court further

stated that "Expulsion is a proper disciplinary tool under
the Handicapped Act and Section 504,

but a complete

cessation of educational services is not”

(635 F.2d 350).

Thus, while Turlington allowed expulsion,

it ruled that,

even if the misconduct is not caused by the student's
handicap,

services must still be provided.

This handicap

determination must be made by a "... trained and
knowledgeable group of persons..."

(635 F.2d 348).

The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals joined the Fifth
Circuit in the case of Kaelin v. Grubbs
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(1982).

Kaelin

involved a 15-year-old, male high school student from
Kentucky who attended a special education class for mildly
mentally retarded students.

He was expelled for a variety

of disciplinary infractions,

including an alleged assault on

his teacher.

The appeals court ruled that the expulsion was

a change in placement as defined in P.L.
such,

94-142,

and as

the student was entitled to the procedural safeguards

of that law.

The court also indicated that temporary

suspensions were not covered by P.L.

94-142,

and that no

student may be expelled without being afforded the
procedural protection of the law,

but no handicapped student

may be expelled if his/her misconduct is a result of a
handicapping condition

(682 F.2d 595).

The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals,
Malone

(1985),

in School Board v.

further cemented the notion that a

handicapped student could not be expelled from the public
school program for misconduct that is a manifestation of a
handicapping condition.

The case involved a 14-year-old,

language learning disabled male student from Virginia.

The

student was used as a courier in several drug transactions
by two non-handicapped female students.
drugs or profit from the transactions.
suspended from school,

He did not use the
However,

he was

and subsequently the school board

voted to expel him for the remainder of the school year

(762

F.2d 1210).
The court concurred with the Fifth and Sixth Circuits,
that the expulsion of a special needs student is a change of
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placement as defined by P.L.
Court emphatically stated:

94-142.

The Fourth Circuit

"It would seem ironic for

Congress to have provided extensive procedural protections
when what may be relatively minor changes are made in a
child*s IEP,

yet not have intended such procedures to be

followed when educational services for that child are
terminated altogether"

(762 F.2d 1210-1215).

The Supreme Court case of Honia v.

Doe began in

California in 1980 with the attempted expulsion of two
emotionally disturbed students: John Doe and Jack Smith.
After their cases were tried in federal district courts,
they were joined in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in
Doe v. Maher.

At that time,

one of the two students, John

Doe, was attending a special needs school.
grade.

Since the first

Doe had been ridiculed and taunted by other students

because of his appearance and speech problems.
often respond in an aggressive fashion.
Doe was once again taunted at school.

He would

In November,

1980,

He responded by

choking another student and breaking a window.

He was then

given a five-day suspension which school administrators
later proposed should become indefinite.

Following the

five-day suspension,

but before the exclusion hearing,

Doe's

parents went to U.S.

District Court and obtained a temporary

restraining order protesting that the suspension and the
proposed expulsion violated P.L.

94-142.

The trial judge

first ordered the school district to provide home tutoring
and then issued a preliminary injunction ordering Doe back
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to his school placement pending a review of his IEP (48 CCH
S.

Ct.

Bull.

613-615).

The second student, Jack Smith, was diagnosed as being
emotionally disturbed at the time he entered second grade.
He had problems with interpersonal relationships and could
not control his verbal or physical outbursts.

He had a

history of hyperactivity and low self-esteem, which he would
often attempt to cover up by the use of aggressive behavior.
He had been attending a learning center for children with
emotional problems, but his grandparents felt he belonged in
a public school.
their request.

In September,

1979,

the school granted

A new IEP was written in February,

1980,

proposing a half-day program due to his being anxious,
impulsive,

and highly distractable.

next school year,
program.

At the beginning of the

Smith was assigned to a full school day

However,

in October,

1980, his program was reduced

to a half day with his grandparents'

approval; however,

they

had not been told of their right to challenge the decision,
as their grandson's guardians under P.L.94-142.

School

officials warned that if his disruptive behavior (including
stealing,

extortion,

and making sexual comments to female

students)

continued,

they would move to permanently exclude

him from school

(48 CCH S Ct.

Bull.

615-616).

Smith made lewd comments to several female students,
and was suspended for five days and referred to the Student
Placement Committee

(SPC)

which recommended expulsion.

Smith's attorney protested and the school district cancelled
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the expulsion hearing and offered to let him return to his
half-day program or be tutored at home,
his grandparents chose.

the latter of which

Upon hearing of Doe's suit.

received permission to join in the legal action.
judgment in Doe and Smith's favor,
claims, was issued.

Smith

A summary

on their P.L.

94-142

The district judge found that the

indefinite suspensions and proposed expulsions for
handicap-related misbehavior violated P.L.

94-142

(793 F.2d

1477-1481).
The district judge issued a permanent injunction
limiting the school district to imposing a two- to five-day
suspension against any special needs student for
handicap-related misbehavior.

The judge also prohibited any

placement change from taking place without the parent's
consent pending the appeals process of P.L.
addition,
changes,

94-142.

In

the court barred the state from making placement
ordering it to formulate a compliance monitoring

system and establish guidelines for local school districts
regarding handicap-related misconduct.

Lastly,

it ordered

the state to provide services to any special needs student
whom the local education agency was either unable or
unwilling to support

(793 F.2d 1480-1493).

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals agreed with the district
court in limiting special needs students to five-day
suspensions.

It also ordered that an IEP meeting be called

within five school days when a change in placement is
recommended due to a student's behavior or misconduct.
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The

correctness of the current IEP and the relatedness of the
misbehavior to the student's disability must be determined
by the Evaluation Team.

If the latter is determined,

school may not discipline the student.
the "stay-put" provision of P.L.

94-142,

the

The court reaffirmed
thereby invali¬

dating the California Education Code's condition that
allowed indefinite suspensions or expulsions of special
needs students for misbehavior whether or not it is a result
of their handicapping condition.

The court also reaffirmed

the state's obligation to provide educational services
directly to a special needs student whenever the local
education agency fails in its responsibility to do so

(793

F.2d 1500-1502).
California State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Bill Honig took the case to the U.S.
claimed that the court of appeals'

Supreme Court.

He

interpretation of the

"stay-put" provision conflicted with several other appeals
court decisions that recognized the "dangerousness
exception" to P.L.
Turlington

(1981).

94-142,

including that of SI v.

He also argued that expecting the state

to provide direct services posed an insufferable burden on
the state

(48

CCH S.

Ct.

Bull.

618).

The Supreme Court first had to decide if the case was
moot,

since Doe was now 24 years old

covers the ages of 3-21),
ongoing controversies.

(P.L.

94-142 only

and the Court can only hear

On behalf of the Court, Justice

Brennan indicated that because Smith was only 20 and not yet
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graduated from high school the court should hear the case.
Smith could still be deprived of the right to a free and
appropriate public education since there was a "reasonable
expectation" that he might wish to return to school,
was still eligible to receive services under P.L.
CCH S.

Ct.

Bull.

635-640).

Brennan stated:

"...

and he

94-142

(48

the

adolescent student improperly disciplined for misconduct
that does pose such a threat will often be finished with
school or otherwise ineligible for EHA protections by the
time review can be had in this Court"

(48 CCH S.

Ct.

Bull.

623-624).
Justice Scalia wrote for himself and Justice O'Connor
in dissenting,

for they felt the controversy was moot as

both Doe and Smith were no longer in school.

They did not

feel there was a "reasonable expectation" or a "demonstrated
probability" that Smith,

even though he still had two more

years of entitlement under P.L.

94-142, would be placed in a

similar position

Bull.

(48 CCH S.

Ct.

636-637).

However,

the majority ruled that mootness should not bar the Court
from considering the merits of the case.
The Supreme Court agreed with the circuit court's
decision, with the exception of the ruling that suspension
in excess of ten school days is not a change of placement.
The High Court ruled that a special needs student cannot be
suspended from school for dangerous behavior that is the
result of his handicapping condition pending the appeal of
the student's IEP.

The petitioners asked the Court to read
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a

"dangerousness"

exception into the "stay-put" decision.

The Court did not agree with the petitioners who argued that
Congress thought that it was obvious that school officials
could exclude dangerous students from school,
Congress

and that

inadvertently left such authority out of the law

(48 CCH S.

Ct.

Bull.

624).

The Court noted that the only way a special needs
student could be removed from a program was with parental
consent or through the courts

(48 CCH S.Ct.

Bull.

624- 625).

The Supreme Court also affirmed the circuit court's ruling
that mandates the state to provide direct educational
services whenever the local education agency reneges on its
responsibility to do so

(48 CCH S.

Ct.

Bull.

617-618).

The Court noted that local education agencies had a
variety of other means to discipline special needs students,
such as the use of study carrels,
restrictions,

and detention.

time-out rooms,

privilege

The Court further stated that,

if the student was a threat to the safety of others,
student would be suspended for up to ten days.

the

The Court

indicated that EHA does not have an emergency exception for
students who are a danger to themselves or others.

However,

administrators could ask local courts to temporarily
prohibit a special needs student who is a danger to himself
or others

from attending school.

have to show the
process,

In such cases,

they would

futility or inadequacy of the appeals

in that Congress did not mean to have schools
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exhaust these means regardless of the urgency
Bull.

(48 CCH S.

Ct.

626-629).
Justice Brennan stated that P.

L.

94-142

ensures that

all children with special needs receive a "free appropriate
public education.”
procedural

This goal

is assisted by a group of

safeguards which mandate parental participation

in all matters concerning their special needs child's
education and,

should the parents disagree,

right to administrative and judicial review.

gives them the
The "stay-put”

provision mandates that a special needs child "...shall
remain in

(his or her)

then current educational place¬

ment..." until the finalization of any review proceedings,
barring an agreement of the parents and school officials
U.

S.

C.

1415

(e)(3)

(48 CCH S.

Ct.

Bull.

609).

(20

In

addressing the petitioner's desire for a "dangerousness
exception,"

Brennan wrote that since Congress paid close

attention to such landmark cases as the Pennsylvania
Association for Retarded Children v.

Commonwealth

(PARC),

which they intentionally omitted such an exception.
Furthermore,

he explained that the Court is not at liberty

to add it where Congress chose not to do so
Bull.

624-626).

of 1415

(e)(3)

(48 CCH S.

Ct.

Justice Brennan writes that "The language
is unequivocal.

the pendency of any proceedings

It states plainly that during
initiated under the Act,

unless the state or local agency and the parents or guardian
of a disabled child otherwise agree,

'the child shall remain

in the then current educational placement.'
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(1415

(e)(3)

(emphasis added)"

(48 CCH S.

Congressional statistics,
1975,

Ct.

624).

He added that

used to promote P.

L.

94-142 in

indicated that one out of every eight special needs

students had been totally excluded from our nation's public
schools and that the year preceding the adoption of P.

L.

94-142 saw 82% of our nation's emotionally disturbed
children's educational needs go unmet
610).

(48 CCH S.

Ct.

Bull.

By reaffirming the "stay-put" provision of P.L.

94-142,

the Court reinforced Congress'

original intention

when it did not specifically exclude special needs students
from school for dangerous behavior.

The net result of Honig

has been two diametrically opposing camps:

advocates and

parents of special needs students are pleased with the
decision, while many school administrators and teachers are
upset that their authority to remove this group of students
from school continues to erode.

Literature
The following review of available literature concerning
the suspension of special needs students focuses on the
commentary leading up to Honig.

and the post-Honig period

from January,

1989.

1988 to December,

The review of

post-Honia commentary will pay close attention to the
opinions offered by both sides as well as to suggestions for
how the principles of Honig can best be implemented.
Most of the controversy about limiting a school's
authority to suspend special needs students centers around
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the issue of fairness in two contexts.

The first is that of

questioning the "double standard" of school discipline which
sees special education students largely immune from
suspension and expulsion while schools are able to impose
these same punishments on the much larger regular education
student population.

The second concern is that it is not

fair to not allow students with special needs to suffer no
consequences of their mistakes,

for, by not holding them up

to the regular education standards of punishment,

schools

fail to teach them that society will hold them responsible
for their actions. Nevertheless,
feelings,

regardless of these

special needs students under current law must be

disciplined in a manner that protects their right to a FAPE.
In formulating the IEP,

it is important to have the

person in charge of discipline

(a school administrator)

member of the Evaluation Team.

as a

This person's input

regarding day-to-day and alternative discipline programs is
essential

(Gale,

1987).

In determining the relationship

between misconduct and the student's handicap,
child,

the whole

not just the student's handicapping condition, must

be taken into account.

If such a relationship is present,

the behavior should be dealt with through an individualized
behavior program developed by the Team as part of the
student's IEP

(Underwood,

1989).

It is also important to

note that a student does not have to be seriously
emotionally disturbed for the misconduct to be related to
his/her handicap

(Center,

1986).
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Researchers have found that school administrators'
knowledge of law is deficient
Furthermore,

(Zirkle & Hughs,

1985).

surveys of legal knowledge indicate that many

administrators are incapable of implementing the law in
practical situations
Sorenson & Chapman,

(Chapman,
1985).

Sorenson,

& Lobosco,

1988;

How then can school boards

insure that their administrators follow the dictates of P.L.
94-142 and Section 504?
If parents are not satisfied with the educational
program offered by the LEA,

an available option is to

request an Independent Evaluation which is separate from the
LEA Team Evaluation

(Massachusetts,

1986).

If a hearing

officer finds an Independent Evaluation correctly indicates
that an out-of-district placement is warranted,

the parents

may unilaterally enroll their child in any state-approved
facility.

This takes the placement control away from the

LEA which must then find the funds to cover the cost of the
placement.
In addition,
matter to court,

should the parent or the LEA take the
the Handicapped Children's Protection Act

of 1986

(HCPA)

can further strain a school district's

budget,

since,

if the LEA cannot meet its burden of proof,

it must reimburse the parents for their legal expenses
(Sarzynski,

1988).

HCPA allows courts the power to order

school districts to reimburse parents who are the prevailing
parties in a court action or administrative proceeding for
reasonable attorney's fees.
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Simon

(1984)

indicated in the Journal of Lav and

Education that placement procedures in the regulations of
both P.L.

94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

of 1973 must be adhered to before any form of discipline can
interrupt a handicapped student's education.

These two laws

were often cited during the late 1970s and early 1980s,
as in Si v. Turlington,

such

by courts that dealt with the

question of suspension and expulsion of special needs
students from their public education programs.

Therefore,

disciplinary action that included suspension and expulsion,
or placement of students in a more controlled setting,

are

program changes that can be interpreted as falling under the
procedural safeguards of federal law.

University of Iowa

Education Professor Larry Bartlett points out that the
Fourth,

Fifth,

and Sixth Circuit Courts agree that

handicapped students cannot be expelled for handicap-related
behavior.

Therefore,

the distinction between handicap-

related misbehavior and non-handicap-related behavior is
very important.

The only case that revealed the process to

be used in determining the relationship of the misconduct to
the handicap is Doe v. Maher

(1986).

In Maher,

the Ninth

Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that decisions of a staffing
team should be made by consensus rather than by a majority
vote.

Otherwise,

either side could "stack the deck" by

bringing supporters to the staffing
consensus cannot be reached,

(Team)

meeting.

If

the Team should write an IEP

based on its expertise and then allow the parents to
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challenge the decision via a due process hearing

(Bartlett,

1989).
In a review of Honig and precedent setting pre-Honia
cases, Allan G. Osborne, Jr.,

an independent consultant and

visiting lecturer at Bridgewater (MA)

State College,

indicates that the Honia decision is not surprising and
states that it is necessary to have more stringent due
process requirements for special needs students than for
regular education students.

This is to prevent past wrongs

against this population from being repeated.

Osborne feels

it is important to note that no differentiation was made in
Honia between handicap-related and non-handicap-related
misbehavior,
made.

a distinction which lower courts had previously

However,

effect,

for,

Osborne does not see this as having much

in the past,

lawyers representing special needs

students had little difficulty linking misconduct with the
handicap.

Furthermore,

there are no known cases of a

special needs student being expelled for non-handicaprelated behavior even though common law allowed such
exclusions

(Osborne,

Prior to Honia.

1988).
in 1986,

the National Association of

Secondary School Principals published The Principal's Guide
to the Educational Rights of Handicapped Students.

The

publication indicates that many special educators feel that
not disciplining special needs students in the same fashion
as their regular education counterparts constitutes a
disservice because the students were deprived of the
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opportunity to learn that society will hold them responsible
for their actions.

The guide also states that it is

surprising to see court decisions regarding this issue,

as

Congress did not require different forms of discipline for
special needs students
In 1989,

(Johnson,

Zirkle writes:

1986).

"Special education is probably

the most active area of school law today."

Thus,

since the

Supreme Court has ruled on the issue of disciplining
students with special needs,

and the Massachusetts

Department of Education has developed a policy to comply
with it,

there is a need to verify whether or not the policy

is being properly implemented and what effect,
policy has on discipline.

if any,

the

Since the policy alludes to

alternatives to suspension there is a further need to
determine what types of alternatives are being employed.
Another unsettled issue in the literature is that of
multiple or serial suspensions totaling more than ten days
in any school year.

In other words,

is the ten-day

suspension limit cumulative or consecutive?
Underwood,

of the University of Wisconsin,

Julie
reports that the

Office of Civil Rights has ruled that suspensions that total
11 or more days in a given school year necessitate a review
of the IEP as the eleventh day constitutes a change in
placement

(Underwood,

1988).

Benjamin Sendor,

of the

Institute of Government of the University of North Carolina,
believes the court would agree with banning serial
suspensions in excess of ten days within the same school
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year (Sendor,

1988).

address this issue,

However,

since Honia did not clearly

there is still some confusion regarding

serial suspensions and the potential for different
interpretations.
A less likely but possible scenario is that of a
special needs student who is arrested and detained by
juvenile authorities for ten or more school days,

then

returns to school only to be suspended for up to ten days.
Eugene Lincoln of the University of Pittsburgh indicates in
the Education Law Reporter that schools most likely would
not be allowed to suspend the student for what would amount
to a second suspension.

The same would be true if a special

needs student were suspended from school and, upon
returning, was placed into an in-school suspension program
that was not a part of his IEP.

In both instances,

the

student would be subjected to a change of placement of more
than ten school days,
provision of P.L.

thereby violating the "stay-put"

94-142

(Lincoln,

1989).

What should administrators do when parents are
reluctant to agree on an alternative placement and their
child is violent and poses a danger to himself or others?
According to David Splitt
danger to others,

(1988), when a student poses a

administrators should consider calling law

enforcement authorities for assistance with school
discipline.

It is even suggested that parents be forewarned

of the possibility of police intervention in such cases
since this may make parents more cooperative in resolving
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the issue of a child's right to be educated in the
mainstream while protecting the rights of the other
students.
Often, when a student's behavior requires the inter¬
vention of the police,
district school.

the student may require an out of

The cost of this placement is shared by

the state and the LEA.

This is the reason school districts

are reluctant to place a student in a private school unless
there is no other option
In the February,

(Osborne,

1988).

1990 edition of Exceptional Children.

Yell and Espin suggest that the HCPA will have profound
educational implications and will lead to parents'
increasing their use of the due process hearings allowed by
P.L.

94-142 and litigation.

education teachers,

This may also affect special

school psychologists,

and other

professionals involved in the assessment and IEP development
processes.

They will be expected to defend their

recommendations at administrative hearings and in the court
room,

including cross examination by attorneys often armed

with opposing opinions of other professionals whose
independent evaluations of the student suggest a different
diagnosis and/or remediation
(1989)

(Yell & Espin,

1990).

Hakola,

indicates that HCPA is evidence that Congress meant

to fully enforce handicapped students rights.
consideration of budget,

Clearly,

staff time and morale should help

even the most reluctant LEA realize that it is best to
conform with Honig.
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Osborne

(1988)

points to the pressing need for LEAs to

formulate Honig-conforming policies and procedures to deal
with misbehaving special needs students.

The Massachusetts

Policy on Disciplining Students with Special Needs requires
each LEA to have such a policy,
Conduct,

as part of its Code of

on file with the Department of Education.

The

policy requires that the Evaluation Team determine whether
or not the student can follow the regular education
discipline code.

If the answer is negative,

modifications

to the discipline code must become part of the IEP.

The IEP

should include programs and strategies for dealing with
possible disruptive behavior.
new IEP must be developed

If the behavior continues,

(Massachusetts,

a

1989).

A number of authors have praised the Honia decision.
Arnett

(1989),

writing for the Cincinnati Law Review,

states

that it is especially encouraging that the Supreme Court
acted to prevent public schools from pushing emotionally
disturbed students out of school even though the Court could
t

have used the mootness doctrine to avoid ruling on this
matter.

Arnett also points out that ruling on this case was

a matter of judicial economy in terms of saving the Supreme
Court Justices time and also saving lower courts countless
hours by their not having to relitigate the same issue
(Arnett,

1989).

Gelbman

(1989),

Contemporary Law,
students*

writes,

in the Journal of Urban and

that Honig is in the special needs

best interests,

ensuring that they receive an
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appropriate education.

Gelbman feels that Honia allows

schools the necessary disciplinary tools
disruptive special needs students.

for dealing with

The net result will be

less discrimination against handicapped students.
In writing for the Michigan Bar Journal,

Hakola uses

the old adage that Hthe best cure is prevention."

He sees

student rights such as those clarified by Honia as being an
educational tool to allow educators to utilize the IEP to
prevent future legal confrontations by insightful planning
that prepares effective and humane ways of dealing with a
student's
Cate
that,

individual emotional and social needs.
(1988),

writes,

in the Willamette Law Review,

since Honia leaves no doubt as to the duties and

obligations of all concerned parties,

the ruling will

hopefully be welcomed by both the advocates for the
handicapped and school officials.

Cate also indicates that

the original ruling and injunction issued by the district
court is

indicative of a commitment to the educational

rights of special needs students by our nation's higher
courts.

She praises the clarity of the decision which makes

it no longer possible to ignore special needs students'
process rights,

and suggests that the states'
94-142

due

increased role

in implementing P.

L.

feature of Honia.

Cate points out that states will have to

revise their procedural

is a particularly important

laws regarding special needs

students with the underlying presumption in favor of the
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special needs student instead of the needs of school
officials
Kent
that,

(Cate,
(1988),

1988).
states,

prior to Honiq.

in the Mississippi Law Journal,

the Mississippi Supreme Court advised

restraint in removing students from school
related misbehavior,

for handicap-

stressing that schools should consider

less harsh forms of discipline or place the student in a new
placement.

Kent sees the Court's refusal to recognize a

"dangerousness exception" to the "stay-put" provision as
being the most important aspect of Honiq.
states that Honia will

Kent further

force school districts to adapt their

classes and teaching techniques to meet the special needs of
these students.

In advising that schools may now seek

injunctive relief before attempting exhaustive and futile
administrative hearings,

Kent warns that there is a

presumption in favor of the student's present educational
placement

(Kent,

However,

1988).

Honia is not without its critics.

for the Rutgers Law Review.
is weak in three areas.

Baxter

First,

(1989)

In writing

writes that Honiq

Baxter finds fault with the

majority's use of congressional silence regarding the
"dangerousness exception" which he sees as being incon¬
sistent and resulting in an uncertain rule of law
unsupported by P.

L.

94-142's legislative history.

Second,

Baxter is critical of the Court's permitting schools to seek
injunctive relief for students who are a danger to
themselves or others.

He views this as giving schools the
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very "dangerousness exception" that the petitioners sought
in Honiq.

Baxter believes the Court has denied an explicit

"dangerousness exception" and replaced it with a more
liberal

implied exception that requires a case-by-case

review of each situation by the most inexperienced panel,
the judiciary.

He perceives the availability of injunctive

relief as reducing the procedural safeguards of P.
94-142.

L.

Baxter feels this is yet another negative side

effect of Honiq because the high cost of going to court is
placed on both the parents and the schools.

The final

weakness seen by Baxter is that of liability.

In instances

where parents of a dangerous child will not cooperate in
keeping their child home pending a hearing,

the school

is

still responsible for the safety of all the students in the
school even though they often have understaffed special
education classrooms.

Baxter recommends amending P.

L.

94-142 to include a "dangerousness exception" to the
"stay-put" provision.

Such an exception would have a

concrete standard of review and would bar most cases from
the courts until expert administrative proceedings can take
place and a more appropriate placement can be found for the
allegedly violent special needs student

(Baxter,

1989).

Both critics and supporters of Honiq agree that the
decision gives special needs students greater procedural
safeguards and requires school districts to provide them
with a

free and appropriate public education without fear of

being permanently excluded from the education process.
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There is also agreement that school districts must modify
their discipline policies to conform with Honia.

and that

the IEP is an integral part of the special needs student's
discipline plan.
However,

there is disagreement regarding the issue of

the lack of a "dangerousness exception" to the "stay-put"
provision of P.

L.

94-142.

Although all agreed that some

students pose a certain danger,
how to best handle them.

there is disagreement as to

The most accepted theory is that

one should at least provide the student with some services,
for instance,

tutoring, while awaiting any formal adminis¬

trative or judicial action.
This review of literature has not produced any research
on the subject of administrators'
towards Honia as of December,

knowledge or attitude

1989.

However,

a 1990 study

conducted by Bagnato at the State University of New York at
Albany,

explored administrators'

knowledge and application

of the law concerning the suspension and expulsion of
special needs students in the state of New York.

This study

found gaps in administrators' understanding of key issues
regarding the suspension of handicapped students.

Bagnato

found that the administrators surveyed on knowledge of the
law regarding suspension of special needs students were
correct only two-thirds of the time.
Massachusetts,

New York,

unlike

does not have a specific written policy in

this area nor does it offer a guidebook for disciplining
students with special needs.
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Therefore,

this study will be helpful in determining

how Massachusetts public secondary schools are to comply
with Honig.

This level of understanding will be judged by

the level of compliance reported by those administrators who
cooperate with the survey.

The attitudes of these

administrators will also be examined to further study the
impact,

if any,

of Honia on discipline in Massachusetts

public secondary schools.

Alternatives to Suspension

There are a number of alternatives for dealing with a
special needs student who tends to be a discipline problem.
For example,

the Boston Public Schools utilize Glasser's

"Reality Therapy" in working with special needs students.
The program stresses that a person's behavior is internally
motivated and is flexible because the person controls the
input.

Reality therapy works on the premise that people,

students in particular,

are motivated to get self-

reinforcement of their identity,
behavior.

At the Spring,

thus,

reducing negative

1982, Massachusetts Department of

Education's Annual Special Education Conference,

the Boston

Public Schools showcased this approach as a model program
and practical approach to working with minority students in
special education

(Williams,

1982).

Another disciplinary alternative is a "time-out" room
where the student is removed from his special education
program for a short period of time,
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perhaps a given number

of minutes,
off?

hours,

or days.

This allows the student to cool

she/he can return to the placement once the threat of

danger and disruption has passed.

The "time-out" can take

place in either a separate room or within the student's
present classroom by constructing a study carrel area that
blocks the student's view of his peers.

A five-foot high by

six-foot portable partition will suffice.

This is a

temporary measure for a student who should not be "caged"
in or outside of his classroom.
procedure becomes commonplace,
of strategy may be in order
In addition,

a re-evaluation with a change

(Lincoln,

1989).

a school district may wish to formulate an

in-school suspension program.
variations,

In cases where this

This type of program has many

all of which keep the student from being in the

community, which prevents the suspension from becoming a
threat while removing him from the school population.

It

also has the potential of being a positive learning
experience.

As such,

and the general public
In Massachusetts,

it is more attractive to both parents
(Center,

1986).

in-school suspension usually does

count as a suspension in computing the number of days for
the Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining Students with
Special Needs.

However,

if in-school suspension is part of

the student's comprehensive behavior modification plan,
written by the TEAM for inclusion in the IEP,
will not count as a suspension.
parental acceptance of the IEP
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This,

the removal

of course,

(Massachusetts,

as

assumes

1989).

School systems have developed different types of
in-school suspension programs for special needs students.
One such program stresses specific guidelines such as a
maximum three-year student grade range,
students at any given time,

a maximum of 15

specific student criteria,

and a

fixed period of placement with re-entry into one's former
program being tied to successful participation in the
in-school suspension program.

This program recommends a

"stand alone" curriculum that stresses general skills that
are relative to learning in all subjects.
main components are listening skills,
skills,

and time management.

The curriculum's

reading skills,

study

Assignments from the students'

regularly scheduled teachers can be utilized as homework
(Center,

1986).

Alternative schools are another option used to keep
disruptive students off the suspension rolls.
Massachusetts,

In

the Chapter 766 Regulations make provision

for such programs under their program prototype numbers
502.4i,

502.5,

and 502.6.

The first of these prototypes is

operated by local education agencies while the latter two
are operated as private schools into which students covered
under these regulations may be placed at public expense.
The first two prototypes function as day schools with the
latter being a residential program.

School systems may band

together to form a collaborative to operate such programs
(Massachusetts,

1986).

School systems also have the option

of operating an alternative school as part of their regular
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education program absent the restraints of the Chapter 766
Regulations.
The Ohio Department of Education published a descrip¬
tion of exemplary alternative school programs.

These small

programs emphasize a climate of caring and acceptance with
structured,

goal-oriented learning.

The student is treated

like a family member, which helps to improve his/her
attendance and behavior (Ohio,
In an alternative school,

1983).
teachers are usually very

accepting of student feelings. A study of fifteen secondary
school teachers who were exposed to an in-service program
that trained them to recognize and accept student feelings
is germane to this topic.

Following the training,

the

teachers were able to communicate with the students that
they understood and accepted their feelings regardless of
the teacher's own personal feelings.
dramatic.

The results were

The misbehavior of students in grades 10 through

12 dropped from 202 to 106 incidents per week.
drop in grades 7-9 was from 355 to 110.

The incident

The teachers also

stated they were now more positive about the future of those
pupils who they had formerly seen as being incorrigible.
They also felt more confident about their own ability to
control discipline

(Oregon,

1979).

One of the options suggested by Honig was detention.
This common form of discipline involves keeping a
misbehaving student after school,
informally

(Hollingsworth,

et al.,
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either formally or
1984).

Most schools

require parental notification of detention
Resource Network,

1980).

Therefore,

(National School

one can assume there

would be some parental involvement in the correction of the
misbehavior.
The Supreme Court of Indiana is believed to have heard
the only court case concerning after school detention
(Stelzer & Banthin,

1982).

In Fertich v. Michener

(1887),

we see that detention was used as a disciplinary measure
over 100 years ago.

This case involved a ten-year-old girl

who was detained both before and after school for no more
than ten to 15 minutes for tardiness and for leaving the
classroom to go to the bathroom.

The court indicated that

detention is a mild and non-aggressive method of discipline
that is frequently used in schools.

The judge observed that

detention does not inflict any disgrace on the pupil
N.E.

(11

605).
A variation of after school detention is the "Saturday

School Program," one of the recommendations for alternative
discipline made by the California Department of Education.
This Saturday program goes beyond simple detention as it is
also a structured tutorial program.

One of its goals is

helping students to make up missed assignments.

This

ensures that the student does not fall behind in school
work.

Because it significantly infringes on the student's

free time,

it is felt that it helps modify the pupil's

negative behavior

(California,

1983).

Another reason this

program may be better than after-school detention is that it
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forces the student to give up an entire day off as opposed
to just an hour or so.
A similar Saturday detention program is offered by the
Saucon Valley School District in Pennsylvania and is billed
as "An Inexpensive Alternative to Suspension"
1980).

(Keifer,

Parents reportedly prefer it to having their

children miss a day of school.

Teachers view it as being a

firmer stand taken against student misbehavior.
result,

As a

there has been an overall reduction in both after¬

school detentions and suspensions,

and there are few repeat

offenders re-entering the program (Keifer,
Thus,
schools,

time-out rooms,

1980).

in-school suspension,

after school detention,

alternative

and Saturday detention are

the primary alternatives to suspension that this study will
query as to their use in Massachusetts.
shows that prior to Honia.

This chapter also

there were a number of lesser

court decisions that dealt with disciplining special needs
students.

Furthermore,

it discusses the literature

regarding disciplining special needs students.

Chapter

three will explore the methodology used to examine the
Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining Students with Special
Needs.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

PrQggflUre
This chapter explains the specific procedures, methods,
and instrument utilized in this study.

It queries the

extent of public school administrators*

knowledge of the

Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining Students with Special
Needs:

the extent to which the policy is being implemented;

the effect,

if any,

that the policy is having on the

discipline of both special education and regular education
students? and the alternative discipline tools being
utilized with special education and regular education
students.

Sample
The study was limited to a representative sample of
Massachusetts Public Schools'

special education adminis¬

trators and junior and senior high school principals and
assistant principals.

One hundred and fifty special

education administrators,

75 junior high school,

and 75

senior high school principals from Massachusetts public
school districts were contacted by mail and requested to
complete the Questionnaire on the Massachusetts Policy on
Disciplining Students with Special Needs.
requested that either they

The cover letter

(or the person within their job
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category involved in disciplining students with special
needs)

complete the questionnaire and return it in the

self-addressed stamped envelope that accompanied the
questionnaire.
The importance of the study, how the confidentiality of
the study was protected,

and the opportunity of receiving, a

copy of the results of the survey were explained in the
cover letter.

A confidential numbering system was used to

determine which questionnaires were returned.

This allowed

for a follow-up letter to be mailed to those administrators
who did not respond to the initial mailing.

The follow-up

letter was mailed two weeks following the initial request.
The survey results were computed using the SPSS-X
computer program.

The respondents'

the percent per response,
category,

principal.

both as a whole group and by job

using the following sub-groups:

administrator,
principal,

data was analyzed for

special education

junior high school principal/assistant

and senior high school principal/assistant
The principals were randomly chosen by taking

every fourth name from membership lists of the Massachusetts
Middle Schools'

Principals Association and the Massachusetts

Secondary School Administrators' Association,

Inc.

The

special education administrators were chosen by taking every
second name from lists provided by the Massachusetts
Department of Education.
Those polled were employed by Massachusetts city or
town school districts,

academic and vocational regional
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school districts,

and school unions.

Those not polled

included administrators employed by Massachusetts
educational collaboratives and private schools as they do
not interact with a representative sample of those students
affected by the policy.

Only secondary principals were

polled due to the small number of elementary school students
who this researcher,
administrator,

a practicing special education

sees as being disciplined via suspension.

School committee members,
curriculum coordinators,
administrators,

superintendents of schools,
department heads,

other school

and teachers and guidance personnel were not

polled since they are not typically directly involved with
the suspension of students.

Parents and students were not

polled as they are not directly involved in the decision
making process of suspensions.
The overall response rate was good at 63.7 percent,
with 22.5 percent of the responses coming from junior high
school principals,
principals,

25.6 percent from senior high school

and 51.8 percent from special education

administrators.

The percent of junior high school

principals responding was 57.3 percent:

65.3 percent of the

senior high school principals returned their
questionnaires,

along with 66.0 percent of the special

education administrators.
The number of students in the respondent junior high
school principals'

schools range from 250 to 1,067, with a

mean of 552.7 students.

The number of students in the
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senior high schools whose principals responded ranged from
270 to 1,950,
students

with a mean of 841.0 students.

in the respondent special education administrators'

school districts ranged from 240 to 22,000,
3,160.8

The number of

with a mean of

students.

The approximate number of special needs student
suspensions processed between January 2,
25,

1989 and January

1991 by the respondent junior high school principals

ranged from 0 to 200 with a mean of 30.3.

The approximate

number of special needs student suspensions processed by the
respondent senior high school principals during this same
time period ranged from 4 to 300 with a mean of 67.0.

The

respondent special education administrators dealt with a
range of suspensions
this same time period

from 1 to 1,000 with a mean of 71.5

for

(see Table 1).

The Questionnaire on the Massachusetts Policy on
Disciplining Students with Special Needs was self-reporting
and contained five parts with 42 total
collected regarding the respondents'

items.

Data was

knowledge of the

Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining Students with Special
Needs and their school or school districts'
of the policy,

and the effect,

if any,

implementation

of the policy on the

discipline of special education and regular education
students.

The alternatives to suspension,

both special
also queried.

utilized with

education and regular education students,
In addition,

were

each respondent was asked to
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Table 1
Selected Characteristics of the Respondent Sample

Total and Percent of Responses

Administrators

Total
Surveyed

Number of
Responses

Percent of
Responses
(N=300)

J.H.S. Principals &
Assistant Principals

75

43

22.5

S.H.S. Principals &
Assistant Principals

75

49

25.6

Special Education
Administrators

150

99

51.8

Total

300

191

99.9

Frequency and Percent of the Respondents by Subgroup

Administrators

Total
Surveyed

Number of
Responses

Percent by
Subgroup

J.H.S. Principals &
Assistant Principals

75

43

57.3

S.H.S. Principals &
Assistant Principals

75

49

65.3

Special Education
Administrators

150

99

66.0

Total

300

191

Continued on the next page.
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Table 1,

continued:

Descriptive Qualities for the Total Number of Students
in School/District

Administrators

Range

Mean

J.H.S. Principals &
Assistant Principals

250 -

1,067

552.7

S.H.S. Principals &
Assistant Principals

270 -

1,950

677.3

Special Education
Administrators

240 - 22,000

3,160.8

Number of Suspensions of Special Education Students

Mean

Administrators

Range

J.H.S. Principals &
Assistant Principals

0 -

200

30.3

S.H.S. Principals &
Assistant Principals

4 -

300

67.0

Special Education
Administrators

1 - 1,000

71.5

report his/her job category and to report certain
demographic information.

The survey required approximately

ten minutes to complete.
Instrument
The questionnaire

(see Appendix A)

was developed with

the assistance of the research consulting service of the
School of Education at the University of Massachusetts at
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Amherst.

The pilot questionnaire was reviewed by ten

special education administrators who completed the survey to
eliminate any ambiguities and/or inconsistencies.
helped to insure clarity,

lucidity of directions,

understanding of the questions,

This also
ease and

and to determine the amount

of time needed to complete the survey.

The pilot study was

done with personal contact which allowed the researcher to
personally check the instrument1s character and obtain the
information necessary to make it as valid as possible.
Part One of the questionnaire obtained certain
demographic information which included the respondents'
category,

the number of students at the respondents'

or in the school district,

job

school

and the approximate number of

special needs suspensions processed by the respondent since
January 2,

1989.

Part Two was composed of a nine-item test which tested
the administrators'

knowledge and understanding of the

Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining Students with Special
Needs and the extent to which the policy was being
implemented in the administrators'
districts.
the policy.

schools or school

Six of the nine items question areas required by
Three items

(questions 3,

7 & 8)

question areas

that assume that school systems suspend special needs
students beyond ten days in a given school year and as such
the administrator would need the appropriate knowledge from
the policy.

The response choices were "Yes",

Know" and are presented in chapter four.
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No" and "Don't

Part Three consisted of 18 questions regarding the
attitude of the administrators as to the effect the policy
has had on the discipline of special and regular education
students.
Scale.

The responses were made using a five part Likert

The choices were "Strongly Agree, Agree,

Disagree,

Not Sure,

and Strongly Disagree."

Part Four questioned the administrators'
experience with the policy.

This section queried the

frequency of complainants about the policy,
the complainants,

actual

the identity of

the number of times the "stay-put"

provision has prevented special needs students from being
suspended,

and the number of times the administrators'

school or school district has gone to court to seek a court
order to suspend a special needs student.
Part Five asked the respondents to check which
alternatives to suspension were utilized in their schools or
school districts.
suspension,

These alternatives included in-school

after school detention,

time-out rooms,

Saturday detention,

therapeutic suspension,

and home tutoring.

In addition,

loss of privileges,

space was provided to allow

the respondent to list any other alternatives to suspension
used by his/her school or school district.

A check list was

offered to allow the respondent to indicate whether the
alternative was available for special and regular education
students and whether the alternative was offered as a result
of the policy.
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Analysis
The analysis was done in four parts.

The first

analysis was of the entire sample of 191 respondents.

The

remaining three parts were stated in the categories of
junior high school principal/assistant principal,
high school principal/assistant principal,
education administrators.
the respondents*
district,

(Part Five).

and special

The independent variables were

job category,

size of school or school

experience with the policy

and Part Four),

senior

(Question 3 - Part One

and the available alternatives to suspension

The dependent variables were the respondents'

scores on the knowledge,

understanding

(Part Two)

implementation sections of the questionnaire

and

(Part Three).

The frequency distribution for each job category by
school or school district size and number of suspensions was
conducted.

The answers to Part Two of the questionnaire

were computed as to the percent correct,

incorrect,

and

don't know on the knowledge and understanding of the policy.
The answers to Part Three were tallied by the percent
responding that they strongly agree,
disagree,

agree, were not sure,

or strongly disagree with the attitude questions.

Question 8 in Part Two and questions 13 and 15 were recoded
in the SPSS-X program to maintain a correct analysis.
The nearly two thirds response rate of the 300
administrators polled netted a sizeable sample of the
representative groups.

It represented more than one out of

five junior high school principals who are members of the
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Massachusetts Middle Schools*

Principals Association;

almost

one in five high school principals who belong to the
Massachusetts Secondary Schools Administrators' Association?
and nearly one in three Massachusetts special education
administrators.

The findings are presented in the following

chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

Introduction
This chapter will contain an analysis of the findings
of the survey/questionnaire regarding school administrators
knowledge,

experience with,

and attitude towards the

Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining Students with Special
Needs.

It will also present the options to suspension

reported by the respondents.

Summary of the Findings
The findings of this study are presented under the
research questions they address.
demographic data.
and Two.
1.

While Part One concerns

Part Two examines Research Questions One

They are:

What is the administrators'

knowledge and understanding

of the policy?
2.

How and to what extent is the policy being implemented?
The nine statements in Part Two, which may be found in

Appendix A,

investigated both the administrators'

knowledge

and understanding of the policy and how the policy is being
implemented in their respective schools or school districts.
The independent variable studied was the respondents'
category.
Overall,

the administrators averaged a correct

response rate of 77%

(see Table 2). Junior high school
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Table 2
Percentages of Correct/Incorrect Responses on
Administrators* Knowledge and Understanding of
the Policy and their School or School Districts'
Implementation of the Policy

Percent of Responses
YES
NO
DON'T KNOW

N

Statement Number

(N)

1

189

98.4

1.1

0.5

2

191

71.4

26.9

1.6

3

191

83.1

14.1

2.8

4

191

97.3

2.1

0.5

5

189

82.0

15.3

2.6

6

184

50.5

39.1

10.3

7

183

84.7

10.9

4.4

8

178

39.3

51.7

9.0

9

185

74.1

22.7

3.2

= number of respondents

Mean of Correct Responses:

77.0%

Note: Yes is the correct response for questions 1-7 and 9.
No is the correct response for question 8.

principals/assistant principals had a correct rate of 76.9%
(see Table 3).

Senior high school principals/assistant

principals had the lowest correct response rate at 72.7%
(see Table 4).

The special education administrators had the

highest correct response rate at 79.1%
However,

(see Table 5).

this difference is insignificant.
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Table 3
Percentages of Correct/Incorrect Responses on J.H.S.
Principals' & Assistant Principals' Knowledge and
Understanding of the Policy and their Schools'
Implementation of the Policy

Percent of Responses
N

YES

NO

DON 'T KNOW

Statement Number

(N)

1

43

100.0

0.0

0.0

2

41

63.4

36.6

0.0

3

36

86.1

11.1

2.8

4

41

97.6

2.4

0.0

5

43

88.4

4.7

7.0

6

41

61.0

31.7

7.3

7

39

76.9

10.3

12.8

8

40

20.0

60.0

20.0

9

39

59.0

35.9

5.1

= Number of Respondents

Mean of Correct Responses:

76.9%

Note: Yes is the correct response for questions 1-7 and 9.
No is the correct response for question 8.

Although special education administrators might be
expected to be more knowledgeable than principals,

the

insignificant differences may be due to the principals' more
direct involvement with discipline.

Although the average

error rate of 23% does cause some concern,

it should be

noted that on the two most important questions
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(1 and 4)

the

Table 4
Percentages of Correct/Incorrect Responses of S.H.S.
Principals' & Assistant Principals' Knowledge and
Understanding of the Policy and their School or School
Districts' Implementation of the Policy

N

Percent of Responses
YES
NO
DON'T KNOW

Statement Number

(N)

1

48

97.9

2.1

0.0

2

47

63.8

34.0

2.1

3

47

72.3

19.1

8.5

4

49

93.9

4.1

2.0

5

48

70.8

22.9

6.3

6

49

53.1

34.7

12.2

7

48

91.7

6.3

2.1

8

48

43.8

45.8

10.4

9

49

65.3

26.5

8.2

= number of respondents

Mean of Correct Responses:

72.7%

Note: Yes is the correct response for questions 1-7 and 9.
No is the correct response for question 8.

error rates were

minimal,

1.6% and 2.6%,

respectively.

These questions dealt with the respondent school districts'
special needs student suspension record-keeping practices
and their schools'/districts'

policy regarding calling Team

meetings whenever a special needs student's total number of
suspensions is expected to total ten days.
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These two

Table 5
Percentages of Correct/Incorrect Responses
of Special Education Administrators* Knowledge
of the Policy and their School Districts'
Implementation of the Policy

Percent of Responses
N

YES

NO

1

98

98.0

1.0

1.0

2

94

78.7

19.1

2.1

3

94

87.2

12.8

0.0

4

97

99.0

1.0

0.0

5

98

84.7

15.3

0.0

6

94

44.7

44.7

10.6

7

96

84.4

13.5

2.1

8

90

45.6

51.1

3.3

9

97

84.5

15.5

0.0

DON'T KNOW

Statement Number

(N)

= 99

Mean of Correct Responses:

79.1%

Note: Yes is the correct response for questions 1-7 and 9.
No is the correct response for question 8.

questions are pivotal to the success of any district's
attempt to follow policy.
Part Three of the questionnaire examined the
administrators'

attitudes regarding the effect the policy

has had on school discipline.

This was in response to

Research Question Three which was:
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3.

What effect,

if any has this policy had on the

discipline of:

(a)

special needs students,

and

(b)

regular education students?
The 18 statements
were answered:
Sure,

in Part Three of the questionnaire

SA - Strongly Agree,

D - Disagree,

A - Agree,

SD - Strongly Disagree.

NS - Not

A negative

attitude towards the policy was indicated by answering SA or
A for all of the questions except for questions 13 and 15
where a SD or D response indicates a negative attitude
towards the policy.
16,
3,

17,
4,

Questions 1,

2,

6,

8,

10,

11,

and 18 relate to special needs students.

5,

7,

9,

13,

and 14

12,

15,

Questions

relate to regular education

students.
Overall,

the administrators generally held a negative

attitude towards the policy,

with 24.4% answering SA and

31.8% answering A for a negative response rate of 56.2%.
The administrators

felt that the policy had a more negative

effect on special education students,

as opposed to the

effect it had on regular education students,

in that the

combined negative response rate towards the effect the
policy had on special education students was 63.8% with the
effect it had on regular education receiving a 44.0%
negative response rate

(see Table 6).

Junior high school principals/assistant principals had
an overall negative response rate of 49.8% with SA receiving
a response rate of 20.2% and A receiving 29.6%
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for a total

Table 6
Percentages of Administrators' Attitudes on the
Effect of the Policy on the Discipline of
Special Needs Students

N

SA

1

187

11.8

25.7

17.1

27.8

17.6

2

189

16.4

50.8

13.2

11.6

7.9

3

189

7.9

20.1

21.2

32.3

18.5

4

187

5.9

17.1

28.3

32.1

16.6

5

187

26.7

47.6

7.5

11.2

7.0

6

187

40.6

43.9

1.1

7.5

7.0

7

183

20.0

38.8

21.3

14.2

4.9

8

187

26.7

29.4

9.1

27.3

7.5

9

184

17.4

20.7

21.7

28.3

12.0

10

184

23.9

31.0

14.1

20.7

10.3

11

184

39.1

31.5

10.3

15.8

3.3

12

185

71.1

22.7

2.7

2.7

0.0

13

188

3.2

11.7

22.3

50.0

12.8

14

188

4.8

18.6

12.2

51.1

13.3

15

187

1.1

16.0

17.6

41.2

24.1

16

188

10.1

19.1

19.1

41.5

10.1

17

183

51.4

27.9

7.7

9.8

3.3

18

181

28.7

35.4

15.5

17.1

3.3

A

NS

D

SD

Statement Number

(N)

= number of respondents

Note: SA & A =
A negative attitude towards the Policy for
questions 1-12, 14, & 16-18. SD & D = A negative attitude
towards the Policy for questions 13 & 15.
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of 49.8%.

This group felt that the policy had a negative

effect on discipline of special education students,

with a

combined response rate of 57.1% compared to a less negative
response rate of 42.4% towards regular education

(see Table

7).
Senior high school principals/assistant principals'
attitudes were the most negative in that 62.8% of their
responses were negative,
responding A.

with 33.0% responding SA and 29.8%

Almost three quarters,

or 74.1%,

negative attitude towards the policy as

held a

it relates to

special needs students with their having a 53.5% negative
response rate as the policy relates to regular education
students

(see Table 8).

Special education administrators had an overall
negative response rate of 54.1% with SA receiving a response
rate of 22.0% and A 32.1%.

These administrators felt the

policy had a negative effect on the discipline of special
education students with a negative response rate of 61.1%
and regular education negative responses 40.5% of the time.
The latter was the lowest negative response rate of the
three groups

for regular education

(see Table 9).

This information suggests that the senior high
administrators,

who generally deal with a greater number of

suspensions than the other administrators polled,
impacted most by the policy.

have been

The senior high school

administrators view the policy as having had more of a
negative effect on the discipline of special needs students
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Table 7
Percentages of J.H.S. Principals' & Assistant
Principals' Attitudes on the Effect of the Policy
on the Discipline of Special Needs Students

N

SA

A

1

42

4.8

11.9

23.8

40.5

19.0

2

42

9.5

45.2

16.7

21.4

7.1

3

42

4.8

16.7

19.0

40.5

19.0

4

41

4.9

17.1

26.8

34.1

17.1

5

40

22.5

45.0

10.0

10.0

12.5

6

41

31.7

41.5

2.4

12.2

12.2

7

39

10.3

46.2

20.5

12.8

10.3

8

42

28.6

23.8

14.3

26.2

7.1

9

41

12.2

12.2

31.7

29.3

14.6

10

40

15.0

32.5

25.0

17.5

10.0

11

42

26.2

35.7

14.3

16.7

7.1

12

42

76.2

21.4

0.0

2.4

0.0

13

42

2.4

9.5

14.3

64.3

9.5

14

42

7.1

23.8

7.1

45.2

16.7

15

42

2.4

14.3

26.2

42.9

14.3

16

42

7.1

28.6

19.0

31.0

14.3

17

40

52.5

22.5

15.0

7.5

2.5

18

41

26.8

29.3

24.4

12.2

7.3

NS

D

SD

Statement Number

(N)

= Number of respondents

Note: SA & A = A negative attitude towards the Policy for
questions 1-12, 14, & 16-18. SD & D = A negative attitude
towards the Policy for questions 13 & 15.
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Table 8
Percentages of S.H.S. Principals* & Assistant Principals'
Attitudes on the Effect of the Policy on the Discipline
of Special Needs Students

N

SA

1

49

22.4

30.6

10.2

18.4

18.4

2

49

24.5

51.0

10.2

4.1

10.2

3

49

14.3

32.7

12.2

22.4

18.4

4

49

8.2

24.5

28.6

22.4

16.3

5

49

28.6

42.9

6.1

12.2

10.2

6

49

44.9

38.8

0.0

8.2

8.2

7

48

27.1

33.3

18.8

18.8

2.1

8

48

43.8

31.3

4.2

20.8

0.0

9

49

38.8

26.5

10.2

14.3

10.2

10

49

38.8

30.6

8.2

14.3

8.2

11

49

63.3

16.3

4.1

14.3

2.0

12

48

77.1

18.8

2.1

2.1

0.0

13

49

2.0

16.3

12.2

51.0

18.4

14

49

2.0

26.5

4.1

51.0

16.3

15

48

0.0

10.4

14.6

37.5

37.5

16

49

16.3

20.4

20.4

32.7

10.2

17

49

55.1

26.5

10.2

4.1

4.1

18

49

32.7

30.6

8.2

24.5

4.1

A

NS

D

SD

Statement Number

(N) = number of respondents
Note: SA & A = A negative attitude towards the Policy for
questions 1-12, 14, & 16-18. SD & D = A negative attitude
towards the Policy for questions 13 & 15.
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Table 9
Percentages of Special Education Administrators'
Attitudes on the Effect of the Policy on the
Discipline of Special Needs Students

A

N

SA

NS

1

96

9.4

29.2

17.7

27.1

16.7

2

98

15.3

53.1

13.3

11.2

7.1

3

98

6.1

15.3

26.5

33.7

18.4

4

97

5.2

13.4

28.9

36.1

16.5

5

98

27.6

51.0

7.1

11.2

3.1

6

97

42.3

47.4

1.0

5.2

4.1

7

96

21.9

38.5

22.9

12.5

4.2

8

97

17.5

30.9

9.3

30.9

11.3

9

94

8.5

21.3

23.4

35.1

11.7

10

95

20.0

30.5

12.6

25.3

11.6

11

93

32.3

37.6

11.8

16.1

2.2

12

95

67.4

25.3

4.2

3.2

0.0

13

97

4.1

10.3

30.9

43.3

11.3

14

97

5.2

12.4

18.6

53.6

10.3

15

97

1.0

19.6

15.5

42.3

21.6

16

97

8.2

14.4

18.6

50.5

8.2

17

94

48.9

30.9

3.2

13.8

3.2

18

91

27.5

40.7

15.4

15.4

1.1

D

SD

Statement Number

(N) = number of respondents
Note: SA & A = A negative attitude towards the Policy for
questions 1-12, 14, & 16-18. SD & D = A negative attitude
towards the Policy for questions 13 & 15.
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than is perceieved by the junior high school administrators
or the special education administrators.
The fourth section of the questionnaire surveyed the
administrators* actual experience with the policy as part of
the independent variable used to examine the dependent
variables knowledge and attitude (see Tables 10 - 13) .
section was comprised of four questions.

This

The first

questioned how often someone had complained about the policy
to the administrator.

Only 12.8% of the administrators said

they never received a complaint about the policy.

The vast

majority of the complaints were received occasionally with
an overall response rate of 60.0%.
response rates were: monthly:
daily: 2.7%.

The other combined

12.2%, weekly:

11.7%, and

(see Table 10).

Question two asked who had complained about the policy.
The responses were varied, with 12.1% of the administrators
stating that no one had complained to them.

The remaining

87.9% respondents could choose more than one response,
regular education teachers headed the list with a 61.1%
overall response rate,
teachers with 43.2%.

followed by special education
A total of 40.7% "other,” with the

bulk of this category being other administrators,
principals and assistant principals, at 91.6%.

including

When sorted

by job title, the senior high school principals led; 79.6%
claimed to have received complaints from regular education
teachers and 49% from special education teachers.
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Table 10
Evaluation of All Administrators' Experience
with the Policy

Question 1
(N=188)

Question 2
(N=190)

Frequency of complaints received about the
Policy
=
Never
12.8%
=
Occasionally
60.6%
=
Monthly
12.2%
=
Weekly
11.7%
=
Daily
2.7%
Persons who have complained about the
Policy
No One
Regular
Special
Regular
Special
Regular
Special
Others*

Question 3
(N=162)

=
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

=
—

—
—

—
—

Percentages of the number of times the
"stay-put" provision of P.L. 94-142 has
prevented special needs students from
being suspended
Never
Once
2-5 Times
6-10 Times
More Than 10 Times

Question 4
(N=155)

Teachers
Teachers
Students
Students
Parents
Parents

12.1
61.1
43.2
18.4
2.6
20.0
11.6
40.7

—

=
=
=
=
=

53.1
10.5
24.1
6.2
6.2

Percentages of times school districts
have gone to court to suspend a
special needs student
Never
Once
2-5 Times
6-10 Times
More Than 10 Times

=
=
=
=
=

89.0
7.7
2.6
.6
0.0

* Administrators, principals, assistant principals etc.
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Table 11
Evaluation of J.H.S. Principals' & Assistant Principals'
Experience with the Policy

Question 1
(N=42)

Frequency of complaints received about
the Policy
=
=

Never
Occasionally
Monthly
Weekly
Daily
Question 2
(N=42)

=
—

=

Persons who have complained about the
Policy
No One
Regular
Special
Regular
Special
Regular
Special
Others*

Question 3
(N=42)

21.4%
69.0%
7.1%
2.4%
0.0%

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

Teachers
Teachers
Students
Students
Parents
Parents

23.8
61.9
35.7
19.0
4.8
16.7
11.9
7.3

Percentages of the number of times the
"stay-put" provision of P. L. 94-142 has
prevented special needs students from
being suspended
Never
Once
2-5 Times
6-10 Times
More Than 10 Times

Question 4
(N=38)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=

57.1
7.1
26.2
4.8
4.8

Percentage of times schools have gone to
court to suspend a special needs student
Never
Once
2-5 Times
6-10 Times
More Than 10 Times

=
=
=
=
=

89.5
7.9
2.6
0.0
0.0

* Administrators, principals, assistant principals etc.
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Table 12
Evaluation of S.H.S. Principals' & Assistant
Principals' Experience with the Policy
Question 1
(N=49)

Frequency of complaints received about
the Policy
Never
Occasionally
Monthly
Weekly
Daily

Question 2
(N=49)

=
=
—

—

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

Teachers
Teachers
Students
Students
Parents
Parents

—
=

=
=
=
=
=

10.2
79.6
49.0
38.8
2.0
40.8
12.2
20.4

Percentage of the number of times the
"stay-put" provision of P.L. 94-142 has
prevented special needs students from
being suspended
Never
Once
2-5 Times
6-10 Times
More Than 10 Times

Question 4
(N=31)

10.2%
55.1%
16.3%
16.3%
2.0%

Persons who have complained about the
Policy
No One
Regular
Special
Regular
Special
Regular
Special
Others*

Question 3
(N=34)

ss

=
=
=
=
=

35.3
8.8
32.4
17.6
5.9

Percentage of times schools have gone to
court to suspend a special needs student
Never
Once
2-5 Times
6-10 Times
More Than 10 Times

=
=
=
=
=

87.1
6.5
3.2
3.2
0.0

* Administrators, principals, assistant principals etc.
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Table 13
Evaluation of Special Education Administrators*
Experience with the Policy

Question 1
(N=97)

Frequency of complaints received about
the Policy
Never
Occasionally
Monthly
Weekly
Daily

Question 2
(N=99)

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

Teachers
Teachers
Students
Students
Parents
Parents

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

8.1
52.5
43.4
8.1
2.0
11.1
11.1
64.6

Percentages of the number of times the
"stay-put" provision of P.L. 94-142 has
prevented special needs students from
being suspended
Never
Once
2-5 Times
6-10 Times
More Than 10 Times

Question 4
(N=86)

10.3%
59.8%
12.4%
13.4%
4.1%

Persons who have complained about the
Policy
No One
Regular
Special
Regular
Special
Regular
Special
Others*

Question 3
(N=86)

=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=

58.1
12.8
19.8
2.3
7.0

Percentages of times districts have gone
to court to suspend a special needs student
Never
Once
2-5 Times
6-10 Times
More Than 10 Times

=
=
=
=
=

89.5
8.1
2.3
0.0
0.0

* Administrators, principals, assistant principals, etc.
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However, when asked to state the number of times the
"stay-put" provision of P. L. 94-142 prevented special needs
students from being suspended, 53.1% of all the
administrators surveyed responded "never."

The overall

response rate for having been prevented from doing this once
was 10.5%, 2 to 5 times 24.1%,
than 10 times 6.2%

6 to 10 times 6.2%, and more

(see Table 10).

When asked how often they had to go to court to suspend
a special needs student, 89% of all administrators surveyed
stated they had never gone to court for this purpose.

Only

7.7% had gone to court once; 2.6% had gone 2 to 5 times;
0.6% had gone 6 to 10 times; and 0.0% had gone more than 10
times.

It would appear that the problem is perceived by the

administrators as much larger than it actually is in terms
of the number of special needs students affected by the
"stay-put" provision and the court provision of the policy.
However, nearly 47% of the respondents indicated that the
"stay-put" provision of P.L. 94-142 prevented them from
suspending a special needs student at least once (see Table
10) .
Thus, the rather negative attitude by the adminis¬
trators, as seen in Part Three of the questionnaire,

is not

necessarily due to a high amount of experience with the
policy in terms of either being prevented from suspending
special needs students due to the stay-put provision or
having gone to court to suspend a special needs student.
This is also true of the frequency of complaints about the
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policy received by the administrators.

These statistics

suggest that administrators may have a preconceived negative
attitude about the policy and that their experience may not
play a decisive role in determining these attitudes.
The fifth section of the questionnaire asked the
respondents to indicate the alternatives to suspension
available within their individual schools or school
districts
was
4.

for regular and special education students.

This

in answer to the fourth research question:
What alternative disciplinary tools are being utilized
for suspended special needs students,
students,

regular education

and were they offered as a result of the

policy?
After-school detention was the most reported discipline
alternative,

with 86.3% of respondents reporting its

availability for regular education students and 79%

for

special needs students.
The second most reported alternative was
suspension,

in-school

with 77.4% utilizing it for regular education

students and 71.6%

for special needs students.

privileges was the third reported alternative
groups at 57.4% and 51.9%,

respectively.

Loss of
for both

The offerings

varied in rank in regular versus special education.
Home tutoring in place of school attendance was an
alternative used by 28.9% of the respondents for regular
education students and by 51.9%

for special needs students.

The use of a time-out room was more popular with special
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education students at 49.5% while available to only 23.7% of
the regular education students.
therapeutic suspension

(i.e.,

The same was true for

the suspension is usually for

less than a day and its conditions are outlined in the
student's IEP)

with 31.1% of the respondents using it for

special education students versus only 11.1% using it with
their regular education students.

Saturday detention was

used by the respondents 5.3% of the time for regular
education students and 5.8%
(see Tables

14

for special education students

and 15).

Not many of these alternatives appeared to have been
developed in response to the policy.
true for regular education?

This was especially

the highest reported percentage

developed as a result of the policy was 8.9%
suspension.

for in-school

The alternatives developed as a result of the

policy for special education students did moderately better,
with home tutoring being reported at 21.6%,
suspension 11.6%,

and in-school

therapeutic

suspension 10.5%.

Less than

10% of the remaining alternatives were reported as having
been developed due to the policy

(see Tables 14 and 15).

The alternatives to suspension were also computed by
the respondents'job category.

The junior high schools

generally offered more of a variety in alternatives to
suspension than senior high schools

16 and 17).

In

regard to regular education alternatives to suspension,

the

special education administrators'
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(Tables

reported findings similar

Table 14
Percentages of Alternatives to Suspension for
Regular Education Students and Percentage
Developed as a Result of the Policy
(N = 190)

% YES

% DEVELOPED
DUE TO POLICY

In-School Suspension

77.4

8.9

After-School Detention

86.3

3.8

5.3

.5

Time-Out Room

23.7

4.2

Therapeutic Suspension

11.1

2.6

Loss of Privileges

57.4

2.1

Home Tutoring

28.9

6.3

Saturday Detention

Table 15
Percentages of Alternatives to Suspension for
Special Education Students and Percentage
Developed as a Result of the Policy
(N=190)

% YES

% DEVELOPED
DUE TO POLICY

In-School Suspension

71.6

10.5

After-School Detention

79.0

3.7

5.8

.5

Time-Out Room

49.5

6.8

Therapeutic Suspension

31.1

11.6

Loss of Privileges

61.6

3.7

Home Tutoring

51.9

21.6

Saturday Detention
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Table 16
Percentages of Alternatives to Suspension for Regular
Education J.H.S. Students and Percentages Developed
as a Result of the Policy
(N=42)

% YES

% DEVELOPED
DUE TO POLICY

In-School Suspension

89.5

4.8

After-School Detention

95.2

7.9

2.4

0.0

Time-Out Room

42.9

9.5

Therapeutic Suspension

14.3

4.8

Loss of Privileges

64.3

2.4

Home Tutoring

31.0

9.8

Saturday Suspension

Table 17
Percentages of Alternatives to Suspension for Special
Education Students at J.H.S. and Percentages Developed
as a Result of the Policy
(N=42)

% YES

% DEVELOPED
DUE TO POLICY

In-School Suspension

71.4

4.8

After-School Detention

84.2

4.8

2.4

0.0

Time-Out Room

61.9

9.5

Therapeutic Suspension

28.6

7.1

Loss of Privileges

61.9

2.4

Home Tutoring

43.9

11.9

Saturday Detention
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to the principals and assistant principals.

This may be due

to the lack of a mandate to keep regular education students
who are troublesome in school or to provide them with an
alternative form of instruction.

However,

there was some

deviation in that there was more of an availability of
alternatives reported for special education sudents by
special education administrators in the areas of Saturday
detention,
privileges,

time-out room,

therapeutic suspension,

and home tutoring

loss

of

(see Tables 20 and 21).

This study indicates administrators have incorrect
information about 20-25% of the information queried by this
study regarding knowledge of the Massachusetts Policy on
Disciplining Students with Special Needs.
believes this to be significant.

This researcher

Administrators also had an

overall negative attitude toward the policy and almost nine
out of ten administrators polled had received complaints
about the policy from a variety of sources.
inconsistencies

There were also

in available alternatives to suspension.

The following chapter will discuss these results and offer
recommendations based on the results of the survey.
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Table 18
Percentages of Alternatives to Suspension for Regular
Education S.H.S. Students and Percentage Developed as
a Result of the Policy
(N = 49)

% YES

% DEVELOPED
DUE TO POLICY

In-School Suspension

69.4

8.2

After-School Suspension

81.6

4.1

4.1

0.0

Time-Out Room

18.4

0.0

Therapeutic Suspension

12.2

0.0

Loss of Privileges

46.9

2.0

Home Tutoring

22.4

2.0

Saturday Detention

;

Table 19
Percentages of Alternatives to Suspension for S.H.S.
Special Education Students and Percentage Developed
as a Result of the Policy
(N = 49)

% YES

% DEVELOPED
DUE TO POLICY

In-School Suspension

63.3

8.2

After-School Detention

75.5

6.1

4.1

0.0

Time-Out Room

42.9

8.2

Therapeutic Suspension

20.4

10.2

Loss of Privileges

51.0

4.1

Home Tutoring

40.8

18.4

Saturday Detention
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Table 20
Percentages of Alternatives to Suspension for Regular
Education Students and Percentage Developed as a
Result of the Policy as Reported by Special Education
Administrators
(N=99)

% YES

% DEVELOPED
DUE TO POLICY

In-School Suspension

79.8

11.1

After-School Detention

84.8

2.0

7.1

0.0

18.2

4.0

9.1

3.0

Loss of Privileges

59.6

2.0

Home Tutoring

31.3

7.1

Saturday Detention
Time-Out Room
Therapeutic Suspension

Table 21
Percentages of Alternatives to Suspension for
Special Education Students and Percentage
Developed as a Result of the Policy
as Reported by Special Education Administrators
(N = 99)

% YES

% DEVELOPED
DUE TO POLICY

In-School Suspension

75.8

14.1

After-School Detention

78.8

2.0

8.1

0.0

Time-Out Room

47.5

5.1

Therapeutic Suspension

37.4

14.1

Loss of Privileges

66.7

4.0

Home Tutoring

60.6

27.3

Saturday Detention
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS

Introduction
To be fair when disciplining special needs students,
administrators must have a good working knowledge and
understanding of the Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining
Students with Special Needs which is based on case law,
including the Honia decision.
have that knowledge,

If the administrator does not

he will not be able to take into

account the possible impact of the student's handicapping
condition on his/her behavior and will not be able to
protect the student's rights under state and federal
This is also true for practical reasons;

Zirkel

law.

(1989)

reports that the field of special education is probably the
most energetic area of litigation involving schools.
Sarzynski

(1988)

suggests that parents may seek

reimbursement for their legal expenses in a variety of
situations effecting special education students,

such as

where the LEA claims the student is a danger to himself or
others?

where the parents and the school cannnot agree to an

interim placement;

where the LEA seeks judicial

intervention

in a federal court to keep a special needs student out of
school?

and if the LEA cannot meet its burden of proof that

the interim placement is necessary.

These and similar

situations make it all the more important for the school
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administrator to fully understand the ramifications of his
actions when suspending a special needs student.
This study tested a sample of Massachusetts school
administrators'

knowledge of the policy by questioning the

way in which the policy is implemented in their school or
school district.
in administrators'

The results

indicated several weak areas

knowledge with a mean score of 77%.

It

also examined their attitude about the policy and the Honia
decision and their experience with the policy and generally
found their attitude to be negative.

A secondary area of

investigation concerning alternatives to suspension offered
to both regular and special education students yielded mixed
results,

with after-school detention and in-school

suspension being the most common alternatives.

This chapter

reviews the survey's results and offers recommendations
based upon these results as well as questions

for future

research.

Knowledge and Implementation
Earlier research by Zirkel and Hughs
school administrators'

and Lobosco

found

knowledge of law to be deficient.

Similar studies by Sorenson and Chapman
Sorenson,

(1985)

(1988)

(1985)

and Chapman,

found many administrators

incapable of implementing the law in practical situations.
Bagnato

(1990)

studied the application of law to the

suspension of handicapped students in the state of New York
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and found gaps

in administrators'

understanding of the

issues regarding the suspension of special needs students.
This study found an overall correct response mean
score of 77.0 on the knowledge section of the survey.

This

is similar to the results of Bagnato's 1990 New York survey
that found lower mean correct response rate of 68.9%.
this present study,

In

special education administrators had a

slightly higher than average mean score of 79.1%.

Junior

high school principals/assistant principals had a slightly
lower mean score of 76.9% and senior high school principals/
assistant principals having the lowest mean score at 72.7%.
This researcher feels these scores could be higher if there
was ongoing in-service training and/or administrators were
not being pulled in many directions as a result of the
varied demands of their respective positions.

Since these

professionals are responsible for discipline and oversee the
protection of student rights,

this researcher feels these

scores are at least a minor cause for concern as they may
lead to the denial of student rights and may cause the
school district to become a party in costly litigation.
Two areas did elicit almost perfect responses from all
administrators.

They were the knowledge that records must

be kept on the number of suspensions given to special needs
students at 98.4% and the knowledge that a Team meeting must
be called whenever a special needs student's total number of
suspensions
97.3%.

is going to total ten days

in a school year at

These are good indicators that the ''stay-put"
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provision and the student's right to a FAPE are generally
protected by the policy.
have to be kept,

While records of all suspensions

the requirement of calling a Team meeting

when suspensions approach ten days
the Massachusetts policy.
respondents

is distinctly a part of

A total of 83.1% of the

indicated that they seek approval

from the

Department of Education when suspending a special needs
student for more than ten days in a school year.

This may

be due to some confusion concerning if and when a special
needs student may be suspended

(i.e.,

when the misbehavior

is not related to the student's handicapping condition or is
the result of an IEP not being fully implemented).
That less than three-fourths

(71.4%)

of the

administrators knew that they should confer with special
education staff before suspending a special needs student
compares to Bagnato's

1990

finding of 72%.

In this study,

there was some confusion on the issue of relatedness of the
student's handicap to his/her misbehavior,

with 50.5%

responding that they never suspend for behavior related to
the student's handicap,

whereas almost 90% of Bagnato's

respondents understood that one may not suspend a special
needs student for an extended period of time
school days)
condition.
(i.e.,

(more than ten

for misbehavior related to his handicapping
This may be explained by the too direct wording

"My school district never suspends

for behavior

related to the students'

handicap")

provided little detail.

The Massachusetts policy allows
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of the question which

such suspensions

for up to ten cumulative days

in a school

year but not longer if the misbehavior is related to the
student's handicapping condition.

This may be why 84.7%

answered correctly a related question regarding the
suspension of students when their IEP has been fully
implemented and the misconduct is not related to the
students'

handicap.

Bagnato

(1990)

found that 68% of the New York

administrators polled understood the ten-day limit on
suspensions.

This study found that only 51.7% of the

Massachusetts administrators understood the ten-day limit
when queried as to IEP modification when behavior is not
related to the student's handicap.

The remaining 48.3% did

not know they could modify a student's IEP to suspend beyond
the ten day limit as long as there were provisions made to
provide special education services during the suspension.
Once again,

this may be due to the wording of the question

(it was posed in a negative context),

but it may also be the

result of confusion over the issue of relatedness.
Only 81.2% of the administrators understood that their
Code of Conduct had to be modified to comply with the
Massachusetts policy.

Less than three-fourths

administrators knew that students'
issue of discipline.

(74.1%)

of the

IEPs had to address the

This last point is surprising in that

the question of discipline is given its own section on the
approved IEP form.

Although less than desirable,

special education administrators'
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the

correct response rate of

84.5% was higher than that of the principals

(62.2%).

This

is most likely explained by the fact that the special
education administrators are more familiar with the IEP and
special education regulations.

Attitudes
Given the results of the attitudes section of this
survey,

one might also wonder if the knowledge section was

tainted by a highly negative attitude toward the policy.
Since 63.8% of the respondents

felt the policy had a

negative effect on discipline for special needs students,
this could lead to administrators becoming more vocal at
Team meetings regarding the capability of a special needs
student to follow the school's discipline code.

Some

administrators might even try to convince the TEAM that the
student does not have special needs,

which would totally

eliminate the problem for the student would no longer be
under the protection of the Massachusetts policy.
It is

interesting to note that,

67.2% of administrators

believe that the parents of special needs students know
there is a difference and that these parents may become more
aggressive in defending their offspring's misbehavior.
also feel

(84.5%)

They

that special education teachers are aware

of this difference.

Thus,

these teachers may come to expect

less desirable behavior from special education students who
are aware that they have a special discipline status.
administrators

(38.1%)

Some

feel that the policy has a negative
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impact on discipline for regular education students.

Yet,

only 28% of the respondents indicate that regular education
students and 23% report that their parents know that special
needs students are disciplined in a way that is different
from that of regular education students.
trators may feel

These adminis¬

it is now harder to discipline regular

education students if those students know their peers with
IEP's are being disciplined differently.

However,

since

less than 30% of the administrators feel that regular
education students know that special education students are
disciplined differently,

the perceived "double standard" of

discipline may not have as big an impact on regular
education students.
Even though Massachusetts has been at the forefront of
special education since the implementation of Chapter 766
1974,

in

56.1% of all administrators polled believed that

special needs students should not be disciplined differently
from regular education students.

In fact,

70.6% want the

"stay-put" provision repealed and 93.8% would at least like
to have a
provision.

"dangerousness"

exception to the "stay-put"

Although there presently does not appear to be

an effort to amend this part of special education law,

many

school administrators privately speak of desiring such an
amendment or alteration to existing law.
Only 17.1% of the administrators stated that the policy
has been useful
instance,

in disciplining special needs students,

for

in helping to formulate an IEP that improves the
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student*s behavior;

and 29.2% of the group felt that the

policy has made regular education teachers less willing to
accept mainstreamed special needs students.

The issue of

having to go to court to suspend a student for more than ten
cumulative days was seen as a serious problem by 79.3% of
the administrators.

In that 89% of all the respondent

administrators had never gone to court for this purpose,
most of those who view it as being a serious problem are not
basing their feelings on direct experience.
the statement,

In response to

"The Massachusetts Discipline Policy for

Students with Special Needs has had a negative effect on the
disciplining of special needs students,"

54.9% of the

administrators agreed that the policy has had such a
negative effect on special needs students.
based on administrators'

This may be

belief that special needs students

may misbehave more frequently due to their perceived
immunity from suspension.
Questions were asked to compare the percentage of
respondents who felt the policy had a negative effect on the
discipline of regular education students.
(74.3%)

Most respondents

indicated regular education teachers are aware of

the difference in disciplining the two groups of students.
When asked if,

when regular education parents,

and/or teachers are aware of the differences
special needs students,

students,

in disciplining

they view it as being unfair,

of the administrators answered in the affirmative,
38.1% believing the policy has a negative impact on
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58.8%

with

discipline for regular education students.
(14.9%)

A small number

of administrators believed that the policy has lead

to fewer suspensions of regular education students.

This is

a negative result in that one might have hoped that fewer
suspensions of special needs students would have led to less
suspensions of regular education students.

More than 75% of

the administrators indicated that the different rules for
suspension did not make it more difficult to suspend regular
education students.

These figures do not support the

hypothesis that the policy has had a negative effect on the
discipline of regular education students.

Experience
The questionnaire required respondents to provide
specific data regarding their experience with the policy.
The four items
(1)

in this section were:

Someone has complained to me about the policy:
NEVER,

(b)

OCCASIONALLY,

(c)

MONTHLY,

(d)

(a)

WEEKLY,

(e)

DAILY).
(2)

The following people have complained about the policy:
(a)

NO ONE,

(b)

REGULAR EDUCATION TEACHERS,

EDUCATION TEACHERS,

(d)

(g)

SPECIAL

REGULAR EDUCATION STUDENTS,

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS,
PARENTS,

(c)

(f)

(e)

REGULAR EDUCATION

SPECIAL EDUCATION PARENTS,

(h)

OTHER:_.
(3)

Since January 2,

1989,

94-142 has prevented me

the "stay-put" provision of P.L.
from suspending a special needs
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student:
TIMES,
(4)

(a)

(e)

NEVER,

(b)

ONCE,

(c)

2-5 TIMES,

(d)

6-10

MORE THAN 10 TIMES.

Since January 2,

1989,

my school district has sought a

court order to suspend a special needs student:

(a)

NEVER,

(e)

(b)

ONCE,

(c)

2-5 TIMES,

(d)

6-10 TIMES,

MORE THAN 10 TIMES.
Given the fact that 56.2% of the administrators had an
overall negative attitude toward the policy,
to these questions are interesting.
(2.7%)

received complaints daily;

monthly;
course,
personal

60.6% occasionally;

the responses

A small percentage

11.7% weekly;

and 12.8% never.

12.2%
This,

of

does not take into account the administrators'
feelings.

The information garnered regarding the

frequency of complaints received about the policy and the
number of times the "stay-put" provision prevented
administrators

from suspending special needs students

supports the view that administrator's experience with the
policy is not the cause of their negative feelings towards
the policy in that 53.1% reported never having been
prevented from suspending due to the stay-put provision.
The number of times administrators were forced to go to
court to suspend a special needs student reinforced this
thought with 89% never having gone to court for this
purpose.

Almost 70% of the administrators viewed going to

court to suspend a special needs student as a serious
problem.

There are a number of possible explanations

this attitude:

for

that the administrators disregard the policy
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as they think it unnecessary,
of being caught?

and that they may be fearful

that the negative attitude is the result of

a perception about the policy having taken away part of
their administrative authority?
in terms of time and money.
administrators'

or that it is too expensive

A final explanation regarding

belief that court action is "serious," may

be "fear of the unknown"?

the administrators'

lack of

significant experience in going to court may make them over
cautious and unwilling to pursue this course.

Alternatives to Suspension
In Chapter Four,
discussed in detail.

the alternatives to suspension were
However,

it should be noted that the

same alternatives used to discipline regular education
students are also used to discipline special needs students.
After school detention is the most popular method,
by in-school
and time-out.

suspension,

loss of privileges,

followed

home tutoring,

It appears that most of these options were

available before the implementation of the policy since only
an average of 4.1% of the alternatives used with regular
education students and 8.3% of the alternatives used with
special education students were developed as a result of the
policy.

The only alternative that appears to have been

significantly effected by the policy was home tutoring,

with

21.6% of the respondents reporting that this option was
developed as an alternative for special education students.
The only other alternatives which were developed largely as
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a result of the policy were both developed for use with
special education students.
suspension

(11.6%)

They are:

therapeutic

and in-school suspension

(10.5%).

These

responses suggest that the policy has not had a significant
impact on the development of alternatives to suspension for
either regular or special education students.

Recommendations
It is disturbing that,

overall,

the administrators

polled were misinformed about almost one quarter of the
policy-related questions given their role in its daily
implementation.

Current certification requirements for

principals only indicate that:
knows:... school law...”

"the effective principal

(Massachusetts,

1982).

This broad

statement cannot adequately address the question of
disciplining special needs students.

In contrast,

administrator of special education certification
requirements are slightly more encompassing; the
prerequisite certification as either a special education
teacher or school psychologist indicates that administrators
should be familiar with federal and state laws and
regulations pertaining to special education

(Massachusetts,

1985).
It is recommended that certification requirements for
principals and administrators of special education include a
graduate level course in school law.
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This course should

include a healthy dose of special education law,

including

the discipline of special needs students.
The fact that the negative mean score for knowledge of
the policy approached one-quarter of the respondents
indicates that,

among a significant minority of

administrators,

there are gaps in their knowledge and

probable implementation of the policy.

This leads one to

question the in-service training given by the Department of
Education.

It has been at least one year since the last

statewide in-service training on this subject,
attendance was not mandatory.

and

Either a significant number

of administrators did not attend,

or some that did attend

did not learn enough to effectively implement the policy.
Additional in-service training concerning the
Massachusetts policy might offer a solution to the
administrators*

lack of knowledge.

The areas of particular

concern include knowledge of the need to confer with special
education staff before suspending a special needs student,
and that one may not suspend beyond ten school days for
behavior related to a student's handicap.

Administrators

also need to realize that IEPs may be modified when the
ten-day limit is reached if the misbehavior is not related
to the student's handicap,

and that the issue of discipline

must be addressed in each student's IEP.

They should also

be equipped to better understand the various handicapping
conditions as they relate to a student's ability to
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understand and obey the student disiplinary code.

This

might help to improve their negative attitude.
In addition,

the Department of Education and the

administrators* various professional groups should make a
concerted effort to provide ongoing in-service training in
this area to administrators.

School administrators should

also consult with their school attorney when suspending a
special needs student,

especially if such a suspension is

for behavior related to the student's handicapping
condition,

or if the total number of last days exceeds ten

in any school year.
access,

Furthermore,

although some already have

all administrators should have direct access to the

school attorney whenever disciplinary action against a
special needs student is being considered.
Given the results of this survey and the lack of
ongoing in-service training,

it is recommended that the

Massachusetts Department of Education become more aggressive
at educating the public regarding the policy.

A poster

should be placed in a prominent location in all public
schools explaining student rights in this area together with
a toll free telephone number to the Department of Education
so students can call with questions or complaints regarding
the policy.

The fact that all Department of Education

Regional Education Centers were closed in the Spring of 1991
reinforces the need for more aggressive monitoring.

All

complaints must now be made directly to DOE headquarters in
Quincy.

Prior to the closings,
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both parents and educators

were more aware of the available assistance in matters such
as these.
Following these recommendations should lead to fairer
treatment of special needs students who require serious
disciplinary measures? proper procedures such as addressing
discipline in each IEP,

and the consultation of special

education staff before the suspension of a special needs
student would more likely be followed.

They should also

help to prevent special needs students from being suspended
beyond the ten-day limit.

This will also help to insure

that the school district does not get involved in costly,
time-consuming litigation.

A possible side benefit might

also be an increased positive attitude on the part of
administration regarding the policy.

It is hoped that the

more the administrators know and understand the policy,
less threatened they may feel? thus,

the

they may acquire a more

positive attitude regarding the policy.

Lastly, more

options to out-of-school suspension should be developed and
implemented.

If a wider range of discipline alternatives

were available,

perhaps the number of out-of-school

suspensions for both regular and special education students
would decrease.

Overall these options should help improve

discipline as well as assisting in the implementation of the
policy.

The unfortunate reality is that,

years, Massachusetts'

over the past four

public schools have experienced a

decline in state support which,

together with the local

\,

property tax limitations of Proposition 2
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make it

difficult to find funds to continue current programs,
alone allocate money for new programs.

Therefore,

let

the

Department of Education should attempt to acquire a funding
source,

such as a new and separate pool of money made

available for competitive grants,

that could be allocated to

starting up and maintaining alternative discipline programs.

Questions for Future Research
A number of areas of potential research have been
identified as a result of this study.

The first possibility

is researching which administrators have access to and
utilize their school district's attorney when disciplining
students with special needs.

This should include the

frequency and ease of availability.

That is,

can they

contact the attorney directly without prior authorization,
and, when they do,

is the consultation readily available,

and is it viewed as being useful and competent?
A second possibility for future research is to
determine if the "stay-put" provision actually prevented
administrators from suspending special needs students from
school.

Although 53.1% of the respondents reported they

were never prevented from suspending a special needs student
due to the "stay-put" provision,

one wonders if they just

went ahead and suspended without regard to the policy and
case law?

A similar question arises from the 89% of this

survey's respondents who reported that they had never gone
to court to seek a court order to suspend a special needs
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student.

Thus,

additional research could ask the question:

have you ever suspended a special needs student for more
than ten days for misbehavior related to his/her
handicapping condition or an IEP that was not fully
implemented without first obtaining a court order?

As a

practicing special education administrator in a medium-size
city school district,

this researcher questions the validity

of the high percentage of administrators who claim not to
have been prevented from suspending special needs students
due to the "stay-put" provision.
Another area for future research would involve
comparing administrators'

knowledge about the policy with

his/her attitude in an attempt to determine the effect,
any,

if

that attitude has on information or that information

has on attitude.

For example,

an additional research

question could compare the administrators'

knowledge with

their level of participtation in in-service training dealing
with the policy.
Research on four additional questions related to
alternatives to suspension would be useful:

do school

districts which use a wide range of disciplinary options
have fewer suspensions than districts with fewer available
options? Second, which alternatives to suspension result in
fewer future disciplinary infractions?

In other words,

since out-of-school suspension is generally considered to be
counterproductive, which alternatives are worth investing
the shrinking taxpayers'

dollars in? A third,
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and related,

question is:

if additional funds were available, which

alternatives do administrators and other educators feel are
the most effective?

What types of alternatives are worthy

of funding?

if funds were available, would

Fourth,

administrators take advantage of that availability by
creating and administering programs that would provide
alternatives to suspension for both regular and special
education students?
Furthermore,

since both this study and Bagnato's New

York study found gaps in knowledge regarding the discipline
of special needs students, Massachusetts administrators'
information sources might be queried with questions
regarding the administrators'
sources.

course work and information

Further research regarding both information

sources and the use of the school attorney might highlight
the reasons for the administrators'

lack of knowledge

regarding the policy.
Lastly,

future research might include interviews with

the respondents to determine more specific information
regarding their knowledge and implementation of the policy.
It should further be noted that the Honio decision and the
Massachusetts policy are still fairly recent phenomena
making the possibility of future research in this area
especially useful.
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Conclusions
This research has shown that parts of the Massachusetts
Policy on Disciplining Students with Special Needs is not
fully understood by some of the administrators responsible
for its day-to-day implementation.

This jeopardizes the

rights of some special needs students.

This research has

also raised some concern regarding administrators'
understanding and observation of the "stay-put" provision.
However,

it is encouraging to note that the correct response

rate for the knowledge questions was at 77%.
A cause for concern is the fact that a majority of the
administrators polled had a negative attitude towards the
policy; this may lead to increasing,
unconsciously,

of these students'

the violation,

rights.

albeit

Recommendations

concerning in-service training for administrators and future
research were offered to offset the misinformation and
negative attitude.
In addition,

this research has provided information

regarding alternatives to suspension used in Massachusetts.
This has resulted in both recommendations for action in
providing more alternatives and for future research in this
area.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE MASSACHUSETTS POLICY ON
DISCIPLINING STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
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CHICOPEE PUBLIC

•CBOOLI • ItOBKOADWAT • CHICOPEE. MAMACHUSETTt 01020
SALTS t. Den

DUCAT! Off

Eaeeuuv* Director

DDAITSBfT

samajia k. Gucorr

413) 8094111
Ejaensjon 478/479

Supervisor of Special Educauor

(

RASCT J. TAUA
Supervisor of Special Services

Januaury 24,

1881

D#»r Col league:
Slnco Its inception over IS years tfo, Chapter 788 ins boon aired
in controversy. Tie roiulstions hove cbonfod over tie years as tie
Departaent of Education has tine toned tie law. Tbe aost recent of
these efforts has resulted in tbe Massacbusetts Policy on
Disciplining Students with Special Needs.
You are one of tbe school adalnistrators being asbed to particlpato
in a study of this policy. Your involveaent with tbe lapleaentat 1 on
aakes your participation iaportant. No would like tbe enclosed
questionnaire filled out by you or tbe atfalnlstrater, in your Job
category, wbo is aost likely to be involved in tbe discipline of
students with special needs and returned in tbe enclosed selfaddressed, staaped envelope. Tbe results of this study will help to
gauge tbe level of coapllance with tbe Massacbusetts Policy on
Disciplining Students wttb Special Needs. In addition, your
attitudes regarding tbe policy will be sought to see what effect,
if any, tbe policy has on overall school discipline.
All responses will be treated confidential1y. Tbe nuaber at tbe top
left band corner of tbe questionnaire is solely for tbe purpose of
sending out follow up notices to insure a high response rate. Your
naae and that of your school or school district will not be used to
protect confidentiality. Tbe results of this study will be shared
with school adalnistrators, officials of tbe Massacbusetts
Departaent of Education, and Meatoers of tbe Massacbusetts House of
Representatives and Senate. You aay request a copy of tbe results
by year writing your naae and address on tbe enclosed note card and
returning it with your response.
If you have any questions,
convenience.

please feel

Thank you for your co-oporat 1 on.
S1 near*1«_
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free to contact ae at

your

QUESTIONSI HI ON THE MASSACHUSETTS POLICY ON DISCIPLINING STUDENTS
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

I. Background

Information:

Please circlo your response'

1. My poaltlon la:

(a.) J.H.S. PRINCIPAL,

(c.) SP.

(d.> ASST. J.H.S.

OTHER:
2.

ED. ADM.,

(b.) S.H.S. PRINCIPAL,

PRINCIPAL,

(a.) ASST.

S.H.S. PRINCIPAL,

_

Ploaao atato tbo approximate number of atudonta

district.

In your acbool or school

_

S. Please state tbe approximate number of special needs suspensions you have
dealt with since January 2,

1MB.

_

II. The following statements concern tbe way in
which your school system implements the policy.
Please circle YES, NO, or DK (DON'T KNOW) to indicate
how your school system carries out the policy.
1. My school (district) keeps records of the number of
of suspensions each special needs student is given.

YES - NO - DK

2. School administrators In my school (district)
confer with the appropriate special education staff
before suspending a special needs student.

YES

-

NO

-

DK

3. My school (district) seeks approval from tbe
Division of Special Education of the Massachusetts
Department of Education when suspending a special
needs student for more than ten days in s school year.

YES

-

NO

-

DK

4. When It Is known that a special needs student's
suspensions are going to total ten days in a school
year, my school's Team Chairperson calls a meeting to
review the IEP.

YES

-

NO

-

DK

5. My school (district) has modified its Code of
Conduct to comply with the Massachusetts Policy on
Disciplining Students with Special Needs.

YES

-

NO

-

DK

6. My school (district) never suspends
related to the student s handicap.

YES

-

NO

-

DK

for behavior
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T. If til atudeat'a IBP 1* deeded appropriate, and
fcaa been (ally la^leaented. and the Misconduct is not
related to the student's special need, ay district
will saspend the stadent over ten school days a year
if an alternative IBP is accepted by the parents and
approved by the Division of Special Education.

YES - NO - DK

I. My school (district) does not aodify a student's IEP
when the ten day Halt is reached if the alsbehavior is
not related to the student's handicap.

YES - NO - DK

». The ICPs written at ay school
address the issue of discipline.

YES - NO - DK

(district) always

III. Attitudes: The following stateaents are aeant to
query your attitudes regarding the Massachusetts Policy
on Disciplining Students with Special Needs. Where
applicable, please circle the syabol that best describes
your feelings towards each stateaent using the following
codes: SA - Strongly Agree, A - Agree, NS - Not Sure,
D - Disagree, SD - Strongly Disagree.
1. Special needs students know that they are
disciplined differently froa the way regular
education students are disciplined.

SA - A - NS - D - SD

2. The parents of special needs students
know that their child aay be disciplined
differently froa the way regular education
students are disciplined.

SA - A - NS - D - SD

3. Regular education students know that they are
disciplined differently froa the way special
education students are disciplined.

SA - A - NS - D - SD

4. The parents of regular education students
know that their children are disciplined
differently froa the way In which special
education students are disciplined.

SA

-

A

-

NS

-

D

-

SD

5. Regular education teachers know that
special education students are disciplined
differently froa regular education students.

SA

-

A

-

NS

-

D

-

SD

6. Special education teachers know that
special needs students are disciplined
differently froa regular education students.

SA

-

A

-

NS

-

D

-

SD

?. When regular education parents, students,
and/or teachers are aware of the dinerences
in disciplining special needs students, they
view it as being unfair.

SA

-

A

-

NS

-

D

-

SD
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I. Special need* students should not be
disciplined any differently froa reiular
education atndenta.

SA - A - NS - D - SD

t. The Massachusetts Discipline Policy for
Students with Special Needs has had a
negative effect on the discipline of
regular education students. (Please feel
free to state the reason for your answer).

SA - a - NS - D - SD

10. The Massacbusetts Discipline Policy
SA - A - NS - D - SD
for Students with Special Needs has bad a
negative effect on disciplining special
needs students. (Please feel free to
state the reason for your tnswtr.) _

11. The "stay-put" provision of P.L. 94-142,
that prevents special needs students froa being
suspended for sore than ten days, should be
repealed.

SA - A - NS - D - SD

12. The "stay-put" provision of P.L. 94-142
should be aaended to allow schools to suspend
a special needs student for dangerous behavior
that threatens the health and safety of blaself
or others.

SA - A - NS - D - SD

13. The Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining
Students with Special Needs has led to less use
of suspension with regular education students.

SA - A - NS - D - SD

14. The difference In the rules for the suspension
of regular vs. special education Bake it sore
difficult to suspend regular education students.

SA

-

A

-

NS

-

D

-

SD

15. The Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining
Students with Special Needs has been useful in
disciplining special education students.

SA

-

A

-

NS

-

D

-

SD

If. The Massachusetts Policy on Disciplining
Students with Special Needs has Bade regular
education teachers less willing to accept
ttalnstreatted special education students.

SA

-

A

-

NS

-

D

-

SD

1?. Having to go to court to suspend a special
needs student for Bore than ten cuaulative days
in a school year Is a serious problea.

SA

-

A

-

NS

-

D

-

SD
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II. There art negative feelings caused by the
different rales fer suspending regular education
students vs. special education students.
If you answered SA or A, please state ways in
which you feel this negatlvisa could be overcoat.

SA

-

A

-

NS

-

D

-

IV. Experience: For the next group of questions
please circle the answer that best describes your
experience with the Massacbusetts Policy on Disciplining
Students with Special Needs.
1.

Soaeone has coaplained to ae about

(b.) OCCASIONALLY.

(C.». MONTHLY,

the policy:

(d.) WEEKLY.

<a.)

NEVER,

<e.) DAILY.

2. The following people have coaplained about the policy:

(a.) NO ONE,

(b.) REGULAR EDUCATION TEACHERS,

c.

(d.) REGULAR EDUCATION STUDENTS,

(e.) SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS.

(f.) REGULAR EDUCATION PARENTS.
(h.) OTHER:
3.

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS,

(g. > SPECIAL EDUCATION PARENTS,

_

Since January 2,

lit! the "stay-put" provision of P.L.

prevented ae froa suspending a special needs student:
(b.) ONCE,
4.

(c.) 2 - 5 TIMES,

Since January 2,

court

(d.i * - 10 TIMES.

1919 ay school

(a.) NEVER,

<e.) MORE THAN 10 TIMES.

(district) has gone to court

order to suspend a special needs student:

(c.) 2-5 TIMES,

94-142 has

(d.) < - 10 TIMES,

ia.> NEVER,

(b.> ONCE,

(e.) MORE THAN 10 TIMES.
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to seek a

SD

V. Tit fellowinf tr e alternatives to suspension. Please
check tty t hat your school (district) utilise. Please
nott: tit first col ur is to be checked if the alternative
is lUllitU for rt gular education students. The second
is to bt citcktd if the alternative was offered as a result
of tbt Massachusett s Policy on Dtscipllnlni Students wit h
Sptclsl Notts. Tbt third is to be checked If the
alternative is aval lable to special education students,
Tbt fourth Is to bt checked if the alternative was
offtrtd t£ a rasult of the Massachusetts Policy on
Disciplining Studon ts with Special Needs.

REGULAR EDUCATION
Col ur

SPECIAL EDUCATION

£1

Color 11

Color £1

Color M

IN-SCHOOL SUSPENSION

_

_

_

_

AFTER SCHOOL DETENTION

_

_

_

_

SATURDAY DETENTION

_

_

_

_

TIME-OUT ROOM

__

_

_

THERAPEUTIC SUSPENSION

_

_

_

_

LOSS OF PRIVILEGES

_

_

_

_

HOME TUTORING

_

_

_

_

OTHERS (Please State)___

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND EFFORT’
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APPENDIX B
FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO RESPONDENTS
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CHICOPEE PUBLIC

ISO BBOADWAT • CHICOPEE. MASSACHUSETTS 01020
kALPIt ECO
Executive Director

SPECIAL
CDUCATIO*

»A*mA»A r oucorr

dkpabtiont

(4131 *094111
Extension 473/479

KAMCT J. TAUA
Supervisor of Specie Services

F

I,

1331

Dear Co 11 oafae:
Approx lastelv two wotks «fo yoe wort 3«nt 3 copy of a
ftaest1onnaire rofardinc tbe Messackasett• Policy on Dlsciplinini
Stadents with Special Mood*. 1 aadoinf research on this topic
and yonr inpat l* of considerable valae. Therefore. 1 woald
iroatly approciata yoar takinf tko tiao to answer tko
qaoatlonnalro and rotarn it to ae at yoar aarllaat convenience.
All roaponaos art confidential.
Even tkoafk tkoro kaa boon a postal rate lncroaaa as* tbe
envelope tint was incladed witb tie sarvey. I lave and*
arraafeaent* witk ay local post office so tkat I will pay any
poatafo dao. If yea bare any qaoations or are in need of anotbor
copy of tko qaoatlonnaiaro fool free to contact at at yoar
convenience.
If yea bare already responded pleaso accept ay apolofios
and tbanks for belplnf witb this endeavor.

Ralph E. licks
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE - KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONS
CORRECT RESPONSE KEY
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Questionnaire - Knowledge Questions
Correct Response Key

Item #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
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